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elcome to the Costa
del Sol and this edition of the Holiday
Guide. Our aim is a very simple
one and that is to provide all
English speaking holiday makers
with an interesting and informa-

www.theholidayguide.net

tive guide to the best of the
“Coast”.holiday!
The Holiday Guide was the first
, and is still the only publication
of it’s kind, on the coast, to provide editorial detail about all of
it’s advertisers. in every edition.
Generally the editorial is written
by Holiday Guide staff and is
based on them sampling the
product or service offered. We

can be made, over the ‘phone
in English and payment is
simply made on the coach
when you are picked up at, or
very near, your hotel or
apartment. In addition to the
normal, multi-lingual excursions run by the well known

company, Costafrica, they
also run their own, English
language only excursion to
Gibraltar every Friday. The,
native British, guide for this
excursion has been running
it for almost 20 years and is
well known on the coast.

Deposito Legal: MA-736-02

Whatever you decide to do
during your stay we hope
you have a great time. Please
mention us when you visit
one of our advertisers.
See inside for details of the
St. Patricks Day celebrations
taking place this month.

have been known to refuse an
advertiser because we couldn’t, honestly recommend
them to our readers.
So far, this year, the weather
has been quite kind, perfect
to enjoy one of the many excursions which are available.
We recommend The Excursion Centre as all bookings
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ESSENTIAL INFORMATION
DIRECTORY

APARTMENT RENTALS & PROPERTY SALES
GAPP Sales & Lettings
952574051
Edf Jupiter, Avda Gamonal, Benalmadena Sales & Rentals

ENTERTAINMENT
El Mojito See their entry in Restaurants, Bars & Cafes
Mallones See entry below

EXCURSIONS & ACTIVITIES
The Excursion Centre
952383445
Coach excursions, book by phone, pay on coach
EHP Blanket Trip
900713647
Free excursions, Pick up in Fuengirola, Benalmadena ^ Torremolinos

HEALTH & BEAUTY
Blondies
952471046
c/ Jacinto Benavente Ladies Hair & Beauty Salon
Barbara
602675816
Costa del Sol Aloe Vera products
RESTAURANTS, BARS & CAFES

El Mojito
952057062
Calle Bulto, La Carihuela Great pub style food @ good prices
Saints and Sinners
Plaza Ole, Benalmadena Homemade meals and snacks
Bombay Grill
952383963
C\ Salvador Allende, Carihuela Excellent Indian restaurant
LAUNDRIES
Brad’sLaundry
Bar
676197857
Anna’s
952560914
Ibensa
Benalmadena
Washing, Ironing,
Dry
Cleaning
PaseoSq.
Maritimo,
Torreblanca
Seafront
pub
restaurant
Mariners Pub
Fuengirola Port Family run pub with snacks and meals
La Parra Gold
678292792
Behind Ilunion Hotel, Los Boliches
Fish & Chips+
Black Bull Tavern
604311053
Avda de Mijas, Benalmadena Friendly bar with good food
Mallones
Avda Gamonal, Benalmadena Lovely bar with a warm welcome
Buster’s Sports Bar
Calle Reyes Catolicos 25, Fuengirola Sorts bar with food
Ten Lounge
Nr windmills roundabout, Benalmadena Bar & Restaurant
The Spinning Goat
Fuengirola Port
Waterside bar restaurant US/international cuisine
Bar La Fiesta
Avda Telefonica, Benalmadena Great bar with good food, Nightly quiz
Royal Indian
951 542 728
Opp Sol House Hotel, Montemar Good Indian Restaurant
Temptations
Las Rampas, Fuengirola English Coffee Shop
Red Lion
665749218
By PYR Hotel, Fuengirola British Pub showing live sports
William’s Casa Pepe
951637531
C/ Pensamiento 43, Torreblanca Bar, Steakhouse & Tex Mex
Rafael & Pili
Promenade, Benalmadena Drinks, snacks, meals overlooking sea
Casey Dukes
687189617
Los Porches, Benalmadena Great Irish Bar
Ardisson
615794437
The Gamonal, Benalmadena Family run international restaurant
Tenth Avenue
Avda Antonio Machado 5, Benalmadena Family run bar with food
Mcguire’s
00353872734499
Avda Gamonal, Benalmadena Irish sports bar with traditional food

ESSENTIAL TELEPHONE NUMBERS

EMERGENCIES
Medical Emergency
061
Guardia Civil
062
Local Police
092
National Police
091
Fire Brigade
080
Red Cross Ambulance
952 222 222
Highway Breakdown
900 123 505
Maritime Emergency
900 202 202
ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONSULATES
United Kingdom
952 352 300
Canada
952 223 346
U.S.A.
952 474 891
Ireland
952 475 108
DUTY CHEMIST (FARMACIA)
The nearest duty chemist is posted on the
door of all local chemists.
Trains (coastal service) 952 360 202
Bus
Benalmadena
952 443 563
Fuengirola
952 475 066
Malaga
952 360 191
Marbella
952 764 056
Torremolinos
952 380 965
Taxis Benalmadena
952 441 545
Fuengirola
952 471 000
Malaga
952 327 950
Mijas Costa
952 476 593
Nerja
952 520 537
Torremolinos
952 380 600
Malaga Airport
952 048 804
TOURIST INFORMATION OFFICES
Benalmadena
952 442 494
Estepona
952 801 086
Fuengirola
952 467 457
Gibraltar
9567 74982
Malaga
952 213 445
Marbella
952 771 442
Mijas
952 485 900
Nerja
952 521 531
Torremolinos
951 954 370
Playamar
952 371 909
Carihuela Beach
952 372 956

THE BRITISH CONSULATE
Edificio Eurocom, Bloque Sur,
Calle Mauricio Moro Pareto,2-2
29006 Malaga

Tel: 913 342 194

The Consulate is normally open to the public from
8.30 to 1.30.
In the case of a serious and urgent problem (eg
you’ve been attacked, arrested or someone has died
you can call 952 352 300. If you have lost your
passport, or had it stolen, you should immediately
report it to the police. An emergency travel document, to get you back to the UK, can be applied for
on-line at www.gov.uk.

THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION

Yes, the Royal British Legion is alive and very active on the Costa Del Sol. They are delighted to
receive members on holiday from the U.K. and
are available to provide help and assistance should
it be required. There are ten branches of the Legion on the Coast.
Contact numbers are as follows:

A lhau r in El G r and e
Ben ajar af e
Benalmad ena
Coin
Los Ro manes
M ar bella
M ijas Cos ta
M ollina
N er ja
To r r emolin os

9 52 4 91 6 76
6 85 41 3 6 42
66 31 5 77 7 6
9 52 4 51 6 7 1
9 5 108 8 4 7 0
95 2 77 4 57 2
95 2 93 53 9 3
95 48 2 91 3 9
9 52 96 7 2 0 0
95 23 7 0 90 7

w w w.s p ain s o u t h . leg ion b ra n ch es . n et

REPORTING A CRIME

Many people are put off reporting a crime because of the language difficulties and not understanding the system of policing in Spain. Where an eventual insurance claim is involved the insurance
company will want to know that the crime has been reported and will require the reference number.
Whilst there is a very good, volunteer, translation service in some police stations this may not be
available when you want it. The National Police now have a service where crimes can be reported
by telephone in English. Once the report has been made you can simply go to any National Police
station to sign it and get the required reference number for any insurance claim. This service can
be obtained by telephoning: 902 102 112
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Introduction to....

he Costa Del Sol is the
name given to the almost
300 kilometres of coastline stretching from Gibraltar in
the West, to Almunecar in the
East. Although officially the
Costa Del Sol falls within the
three provinces of Cadiz,
Malaga and Granada, it is that
bit, stretching from Nerja to Estepona, all within the province
of Malaga, which is best
known.
The coast consists of a series of
large beaches, coves half hidden amongst cliffs, sports harbours and fishing grounds. It is
protected from cold north winds
by the mountains and has a mild
climate with scant rainfall and
sea breezes. This weather results in subtropical vegetation
with frequent palm-trees, cypress, oleander and hibiscus and
other colourful plants. Oranges,
lemons and olives grow in
abundance and it is often a surprise to visitors to find streets in
towns lined with fruit bearing
orange trees! Away from the
coast the scenery is largely
mountainous but with pretty,
typically Spanish, villages, valleys full of orchards and spectacular views.
Malaga, the fifth largest city in
Spain is situated practically in
the centre of the Costa but with
the major tourist areas to the
West. Like the whole of the
coast Malaga has been influenced by the different cultures
which have populated it.
Founded by the Phoenicians in

The Costa del Sol

the 7th Century, it later became
a Roman municipality until it
was conquered by the Moors
and finally re-conquered by the
Christians in 1487. With such a
varied history it is no surprise
that the City contains a wealth
of interesting features including
fine gardens, a magnificent
Cathedral, the Alcazaba (11th
century Moorish castle) and numerous museums and galleries.
To anyone not familiar with the
Costa Del Sol it may seem that
each tourist resort and town is
the same as the others. This is
certainly not the case and, in
fact, each town has a different
character dependant on what it
was like before the days of
tourism and how it has been developed since. Torremolinos,
the first resort heading west
from Malaga was the pioneer
for resorts in the area and many
people still associate it with it's
reputation of 30 or more years
ago. Whilst it still has it's discos
and high rise apartment blocks
the old fisherman's quarter has
been developed into a an area of
wonderful shops and restaurants and, with it’s two main
beaches, Bajondillo and La
Carihuela it has everything for
a wonderful holiday.
Next is Benalmadena Costa a
modern resort built as an extension of the older towns of Arroyo de la Miel and
Benalmadena Pueblo. Between
them these three areas provide
every facility from one of the
finest pleasure ports on the

FIESTAS & FERIAS

Almost every Town in Spain has it’s
Feria or Fiesta when the local inhabitants really do let their hair down.
These are usually held around the feast
day of the local Patron Saint and, as a
result it is believed that there is a Fiesta somewhere in Spain on almost
every day of the year.
Lasting from two to three days, and in
some cases up to ten days, as in the
case of Malaga locally, these are
events for the whole family to enjoy.
During the time of the Fiesta there will
be some form of street entertainment
throughout the day and into the early
hours of the following morning. Most
towns have a Feria or Fair ground
which will form the focal point of the
night time celebrations. These usually
consist of a fair together with, in some
cases, hundreds of tents or marquees
each of which contains a bar, often
with food, and entertainment.
Ferias are usually started with a firework display on the first evening
which signals the commencement of
what will be an exhausting period of
fun and enjoyment. Locals use the
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Mediterranean, to a modern
seaside area and, in Benalmadena Pueblo, a typical
"white" Spanish village.
Another name synonymous
with the Costa Del Sol is Fuengirola which has the longest
sea front promenade on the
coast together with an older
town centre and all the attractions that you would associate
with a good holiday resort.
Mijas is another "white" village
famed for it's donkey taxis and
now spread down to the coast
as Mijas Costa. Continuing further west we come to the well
known town of Marbella. Unlike many of the other towns
along the coast this was never a
little fishing port but has always
been a thriving trading town.
Along with Puerto Banus and
Estepona, further to the west,
Marbella has been very successful in attracting upmarket

Feria as an excuse to dress in traditional costume, and both flamenco and
more modern music will be featured
everywhere. In every town the local
feria is something to be looked forward to throughout the year. Families
will often put money aside during the
year to make sure that they have
enough to spend during the event itself.
It is well worth holidaymakers looking
out for local ferias or other events taking place during their stay. There really is no direct equivalent to these
events in the UK and they are well
worth visiting if you get the chance.

guests with exclusive developments, luxury hotels and five
star shopping.
The area to the east of Malaga
is less well developed with the
main resort town being Nerja, a
small town built on a ledge
where the mountains meet the
sea. Nerja is famed for it's protected climate, clear air, famous
caves and it's magnificent
views over the sea.
For those who are prepared to
travel inland, the area is full of
small white villages with their
narrow winding streets and
each with their own character
and history. There are several
areas of incredible natural
beauty and the two inland
towns of Ronda and Antequera
are each extremely interesting
in their own way. Ronda is a
particular favourite with visitors
with it's deep gorge, ancient
bullring and magnificent man-

sions.
Another outstanding feature of
the area is it's numerous golf
courses. The Costa Del Sol with
it's alternative name of Costa
Del Golf, is a must for golfers
who will find everything they
need for just a round or two or
a full golfing holiday. Finally,
of course the Costa Del Sol is
rightly acclaimed for it's way of
life, with plenty of small bars to
relax in, superb food, wonderful people and, of course it's ferias or fairs.
Every town and village has at
least one feria to celebrate it's
patron saint. These ferias usually last for a week and are an
excuse for residents and visitors
alike to really enjoy themselves
from early morning to early the
following morning! If there is a
feria on whilst you are on holiday - why not visit?

LOCAL FERIA DATES

Seville - 2 weeks after Easter,
Jerez - First week in May
Cordoba - Last week in May,
Algeciras - First week in June
Marbella - Second week in June
Benalmadena - Last week in June

Estepona - First week in July
Malaga - Third week in August
Torremolinos - Last week in Sept.
Fuengirola - First week in October
San Pedro - Third week in Oct.

Spanish National Holidays

1st January Año Nuevo - New Years Day
6th January Dia de Los Tres Reyes - Three Kings Day.
This is an integral part of the Christmas celebrations with the night of the 5th being the
night that children traditionally get their presents. Most towns have a procession on this
night with, literally, tons of sweets thrown
from the procession to the children lining the
route.
28th February Dia de Andalucia - Andalucia Day
This is one of the days specific to the region.
Holy Thursday & Good Friday
As in the UK Good Friday is a moveable date
falling on April 10th in 2020 Easter week is
characterised by many religious processions
which are well worth watching.
1st May Dia Del Trabajo - Labour Day
24th June San Juan. Another regional day
25th July -

FOR THE BEST EXCURSIONS SEE PAGE 5

Santiago. This is the feast day of Santiago, the
patron saint of Spain.
15th August Asuncion or Assumption of the Virgin Mary
12th October Hispanidad or National Day of Hispanic culture also the feast day of Spain’s patroness, the
Virgin of Pilar.
1st November Todos Los Santos - All Saints Day, otherwise
known as All Hallows day with “halloween”
being the night before. Holiday day is on 2nd
6th DecemberDia de la Constitucion or Constitution Day
celebrating Spains changeover to a Constitutional Monarchy after the death of the dictator
Franco. Holiday day is on 7th
8th December Inmaculada Concepcion - Feast of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin
25th December

- Navidad - Christmas
In addition to the above each town will have
a further one or two days local holiday.
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GENERAL HOLIDAY ADVICE

G

Everyone here at The Holiday Guide is committed to help you have a great holiday. For those who are new to Spain, or who haven’t
visited for some time, we have put together, on this page some general items of advice which you may find useful.

enerally
speaking
Spain and the Costa
del Sol have a lower
level of crime than the U.K.
Like everywhere, however,
there is crime and this has increased recently with the financial crisis. Holiday makers are
usually in a relaxed mood and
therefore make an obvious target.
out and about
When you are out and about,
particularly in crowds, look out
for pick pockets and handbag
snatchers. Don’t carry more
money than you need and keep

your wallet close to you. One
useful trick for men, when in
crowds, is to keep your wallet
in the side pocket of your
trousers and keep your hand in
the pocket. Over the last year or
so there have been a number of
incidents of handbag snatching
reported. These are often carried out by youths on scooters.
Ladies should always keep the
strap of their handbag wrapped
round their hand and on the
side away from the edge of the
road.
night Time
If you are walking around at

Holiday makers, particularly
those staying in apartments, often
have trouble with washing and
ironing clothes. This can be even
more of a problem for those who
come for extended periods. If
you are in the Benalmadena area
you are in luck as there is a very
good laundry close by. This is
Anna’s Laundry down the ramp
in Plaza Ibensa ( Ibenza Square).
They open Monday to Friday
from 9.30 ‘til 4.30 and offer
washing, ironing, dry cleaning
and alterations. They will also
collect and deliver in the Benalmadena area if required.
www.annaslaundry.com

The exchange
rate varies on a
day to day basis.
You can exchange money
at your hotel,
banks or money exchange agencies. At banks you will probably
receive a lower rate, however, if
you are using a money exchange
agency do take care as whilst the
majority of agencies in the town
are reputable, there are a small
minority that advertise very attractive rates to lure you. Once
they have got your money you
may find that you have received
less than you expected. If you
confront them with this they will
point to an out of the way sign,
in small print, saying that you
only receive the highest rate if
you exchange a certain amount
of money. This can be £1,000 or
£2,000, so do take care.

LaUndry

The eUro

With the current exchange
rate the simple, approximate,
calculation is
£5 = 6€

TeMPeraTUre

If, like me, you are over the
age of 40 you probably still
think in terms of fahrenheit
when you are talking about the
weather. If this is the case the
following conversion table
may help. For the mathematically minded you can convert
centigrade to fahrenheit by
multiplying by 9, divide by 5
and add 32. It’s obviously easier to use the table provided!

C
18
20
22
24
26
28
30

o

F
64.4
68
71.6
75.2
78.8
82.4
86.0
o

C
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
o

oF
89.6
93.2
96.8
100.4
104.0
107.6
111.2

eXChanGinG Money

on The road

It is easy to forget, when cros-

sing the road, that the traffic will
be coming from the opposite direction to what you are used to so do take care. Whilst, generally, there are plenty of zebra
crossings Spanish drivers don’t
normally stop unless you are actually on the crossing and even
that can’t be guaranteed!

Women’s
Wear

UK
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

SP
38
40
42
44
46
48
50

night stay in well lit areas
where there are plenty of other
people around. If it is very late
at night consider getting a taxi
back to your accommodation.

Cash Machines
Although not as rife as reported
in the UK, all the same tricks
are used here to capture your
credit card details at cash machines. This usually consists of
some sort of false front which
contains a card reader, combined with a miniature camera
to capture the pin code when
you enter it.. If anything looks

PoST

Post boxes are bright yellow in
colour and are fairly well distributed. Many of them have two
slots and if one of them is marked Extrajaneros then this is the
one to use for posting items to
the UK.
Stamps can be bought at tobacconists as well as from post offices. Post can still take over a
week to arrive back in the UK.
There is a quicker, although
slightly more expensive, method, and that is Royal Mail
Agents. You simply take your
post into one of these agents,
pay the required fee, and your
letter is flown, the next day, to
the UK and posted, as normal,
from there. If you are sending
postcards many shops
will also sell stamps
and have facilities to post them.

drinKinG WaTer

The water on the Costa is, unlike
in the early days, perfectly safe
to drink. However, it has a different mineral content to the
water back home and you would
therefore probably be wise to
stick to bottled water for drinking purposes. However there
is no worry about using tap
water for brushing your teeth or
having ice cubes in your drinks.

SIZE COMPARISON
Men’s
Wear

UK
SP
34
44
36
46
38
48
40 50/52
42
54
44
56
46
5

Men’s
Shirts

UK
SP UK
14
35 4
14.5 36/37 5
15
38 6
15.5 39/40 7
16
41 8
16.5 42/43 9
17
44 10

Shoes

SP
36.5
37.5
39
41
42
43
44

at all suspect or worrying don’t risk it, find another machine. Also be aware of thieves
hanging around machines ready
to pounce as soon as you have
got your money.
Take Care
Other dangers to be aware of
are street corner time share sellers. You may decide to take
them up on their offer of a presentation but don’t allow yourself to be pressured into signing
anything.
Finally, if you are booking any
coach excursions make sure
that the company is reputable

and legal. All excursion companies are classed as travel agents
and must have a CIAN number.
You can be sure that these companies use properly licensed
and trained drivers and carry
the required insurances. Literature and adverts used by these
companies will carry their
CIAN number as will their receipts for money paid to them.
As we said at the beginning, the
crime rate on the Costa del Sol
is relatively low. A few simple
precautions will help to ensure
that you have an enjoyable and
carefree holiday.

To telephone the U.K. from
Spain you must first dial 0044
followed by the normal area
code and number leaving out
the first 0 of the area code. For
example, to dial the following
number in the U.K., 0722 121
1234 you would dial 0044 722
121 1234.
Beware using your mobile
phone for calls within Spain or
back to the UK. Unless you
have one of the special arrangements with your service provider, call charges can be very
high. The same goes for using
your mobile phone internet con-

nection.
Phone boxes and call cabins can
still be the cheapest way to
phone home..If you are staying
for an extended period consider
getting your phone unlocked
(this is quite legal) and buying a
local sim card.
For the internet either use an internet cafe or one of the many
places now offering free wifi to
their customers. Be aware that it
is not advisable to use an internet cafe for any internet use involving finance or other
personal information.

TeLePhoneS & inTerneT

LOCAL MARKETS

The markets on the Costa del Sol are a wonderful place to
find bargains to suit everyone. Particularly good buys are
Spanish pottery and leather goods although almost everything
is available. For something different why not try one of the
flea markets where there are many stalls selling genuine old
Spanish items which make a great change from the usual souvenirs. The flea market in Fuengirola is the biggest and well
worth a visit. If you are buying clothes you will find the size
comparison chart useful. Normally markets run from about
10.00 am until 3.00 pm although they may start packing up
sooner particularly in the winter.
Monday
Marbella, Torrox, Alora & Riviera del Sol (Las Terrazas
Centre)
TUeSday
Fuengirola, Marbella, Benhavis, Algeciras & Tarifa
WedneSday
Arroyo (flea market in Paloma Park), La Cala & Alhaurin
Torre
ThUrSday
Torremolinos, Alhaurin Grande, & San Pedro
Friday
Arroyo - Tivoli & Paloma Park, Mijas Costa & Marbella
SaTUrday
Puerto Banus, La Cala, Coin, Istan, Estepona,
Ojen Pueblo & Fuengirola Flea Market
SUnday
Fuengirola (nr Mosque), Torremolinos Flea Market
La Trocha Flea Market, Coin, Estepona,
San Roque & Sotogrande, Calypso Calahonda
Many markets take place on the local feria ground and if
there is a fair or feria on the market will be closed.

951 215 157

Special Price
Fridays Only
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EXCURSIONS

HISTORIC GIBRALTAR

Special English Language Only Excursion every Friday with a
Native English Guide and a guaranteed 5 hours in Gibraltar

15 euros!

Special Price
Fridays Only

With Dolphin Adventure: 39.00€ Child 19.50€
With Rock Tour: 42.00€ Child (4-7) 28.50€
Children under 4 free
With Cable Car: 34.50€ Child 17.25€

Children 4 -11 - 7.50€
(Other Days Available,
multilingual guide - 18 €)

FREE
Jewellery Raffle
Fridays

Passports Required

We pick up from Malaga to
Marbella

Cordoba World Heritage Site

Granada & The Alhambra Palace

Tour of the city, visit the famous
Mosque-Cathedral, walking tour of the
Jewish Quarter with the flower courtyards. Free time and optional lunch.
Thursdays
Adults 52.00€ Optional Lunch 16.00€

Guided tour of the Alhambra Palace
and Generalife Gardens. Transfer to
city centre Free time to explore the
Old Quarter. Optional lunch
Tuesdays, Wednesdays & Fridays
Adults 64.00 Optional Lunch 16.00€

Nerja with or without the caves

Ronda

Free time to explore charming Nerja,
optional visit to the world famous
caves, walking tour of the old white
village Frigiliana
Mondays
Adults with caves 38.00€
Without caves 23.00€

The Excursion Centre

Drive through spectacular mountains,
visit to the famous bullring and a wine
museum (with tastings!). See the famous
gorge and bridge. 5 hours in Ronda with
plenty of time to explore
Tuesdays & Saturdays
Adults38.00€ Optional Lunch 16€

Simply book over the ‘phone with our
English speaking operator, and pay on the coach

C.I.AN-29579-3

(0034) 952 383 445

Mon - Fri 09.30 - 13.30 & 16.00- 20.00
Saturday 09.30 - 13.30

Sorry if you have trouble getting through on Mon & Tues mornings - these are very busy periods. Please try again after 4pm.
Thank you.

or (0034) 661 760 897
7 Days 07.00 - 22.00

Historical Hill Top Town

Seville Capital of Andalucia

Coach tour of old quarter and world
expo sites, stop at the famous Plaza
España. Visit to cathedral and Giralda
& walk through Santa Cruz quarter.
Free time & optional lunch
Wednesdays
Adults 52.00€ Optional Lunch 16.00€

Tangiers on another continent

Coach to Tarifa, ferry to Tangiers.
Coach tour of the city and walking tour
of the Medina, Kasbah & Souks. Typical Moroccan lunch & Entertainment
Whilst we would obviously like you to book with us - if you choose to
included.
go with someone else, please ensure that they have a CIAN number
similar to the one above. This way you can be assured that you are
Tuesdays, Thursdays & Saturdays
travelling with a legally licenced and insured company.
Adults 80.00€ (3 Day trip available)
If you are wary about using a public phone or your mobile, we have introduced a new way for you to safely book your excursion.
It is now possible to book our excursions through many of the advertisers in The Holiday Guide. These are well spread over the
coast so you shouldn’t have too much difficulty finding one near where you are staying. Look for the coach symbol in both the
advertiser’s editorial and on the maps to locate them. The process is the same - book at the bar & pay on the coach.
Please note - the prices quoted above are for adults - Children up to 3
years 25% discount and Children 4 - 14 years 15% discount. See above
for childrens prices on the Friday Gibraltar excursion.
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GIBRALTAR
THE PERFECT DAY OUT

If you are on holiday and considering a day away from the
beach or swimming pool, why
not visit Gibraltar - a little bit of
the UK in Spain. Here on the
Costa del Sol you are ideally
situated to visit the famous
"Rock" either by hiring a car or
relaxing on one of the coach
trips which take, on average
about 2 hours to deliver you to
what is, probably, one of the
most fascinating places in Europe.
Gibraltar is basically a limestone rock formed by millions
of small shelled animals which
died and settled on the seabed,
over millions of years these
shells hardened into rock and
when Africa collided with Europe the rock was forced up into
the shape that is so recognisable
today. Many people think of
Gibraltar as an island but, in
fact, it is joined to Spain by a
narrow isthmus. This strip of
land, containing the runway for
Gibraltar airport is much more
sandy than the rest of the rock
as it remained covered by the

Gibraltar is, rightly, famous for
it's wildlife and the upper parts
have been designated as a Nature reserve. Plants peculiar to
Gibraltar include wild olive
trees, and Europe's only native
palm, the Dwarf Fan Palm. For
those interested in plants there is
an excellent Botanic Gardens,
opened in 1816, containing
some 600 species of trees,
shrubs, cacti and flowering
plants. Animals, as well, thrive
on the rock including the rare,
Giant
Oscillated Lizard, the
sea for a much longer period.
Towering above the straits, swallow tail Butterfly and the
which separate the Atlantic
Ocean from the Mediterranean
Sea, Gibraltar has, historically,
been very significant and was
settled by people at a very early
stage. As the Rock is limestone
it is riddled with caves and,
again, these have added to it's
importance as a place of habitation. These caves can be visited
as part of the Rock Tour and
contain a famous, natural auditorium where many concerts are
performed.
Gibraltar has about 32km of
roads and, unbelievably, over
50 km of tunnels most of which
were built during the second
world war. Thousands of troops
lived and worked in these tunnels which contained a number
of hospitals, 24 hr kitchens, native Gibraltar Partridge. Most
stores and workshops. A small famous of all are the Apes of
part of these tunnels have been Gibraltar, which are properly
opened to the public and can be known as Barbary Macaques.
visited with Parodytur Rock These friendly creatures are alTours or as part of the Excur- most tame and are a delight for
sion Centre Friday Gibraltar ex- young and old alike. The are
well looked after as it is said that
cursion.
if the apes leave Gibraltar it will
no longer belong to the UK!
Many of Gibraltar's other attractions are a result of it's long and
mixed history. These include:
The Moorish Castle, last rebuilt
in 1333, to protect Gibraltar
from the mainland.
The Convent, once a home to
Franciscan Friars but, since
1728, used as the official residence for Gibraltar's Governors.
On weekdays the Changing of
the Guard is performed at various times and is a spectacle well
worth watching. To get the best
out of your visit we recommend
the Rock Tour which visits Eu-

The Aragon Bar

Whenever we visit Gibraltar
our favourite place to eat is,
without doubt, The Aragon Bar
which can be found on Bell
Lane, just off Main Street. The
bar is owned and run by Janet
and Dennis who provide some
of the best value food in
Gibraltar.
A
particular
favourite, with their regular
visitors, is their excellent value
English breakfast at £4.95 and
their scone with jam, cream
and tea at just £2.95
The bar is named after Catherine of Aragon, daughter of
King Ferdinand and Queen Is-

abella of Spain, who, at the age
of 15, married Arthur, Prince of
Wales. Six months after the
wedding Arthur died and
Catherine became the first wife
of his younger brother, Henry
Eighth. Of their 6 children only
one, Mary, survived and she
later became Queen Mary 1st.
Henry, who wanted a male
heir, separated from Catherine
and married Anne Boleyn. The
Catholic Church’s refusal to
annul Henry’s marriage to
Catherine resulted in Henry
breaking with the church in
Rome.
Named, as it is, after such a
historical figure this modern
day bar provides a comfortable
and interesting place to rest and
have a drink after the rigours of
shopping in Gibraltar.
If you are visiting the “Rock”
be sure to include The Aragon
Bar in your list of places to
visit. Free WiFi available.

DUTY FREE

These are the allowances for travellers buying in Gibraltar
for import into the EU.
200 cigarettes or 100 cigarillos or 50 cigars or 250 gms
of tobacco plus
2 litres still table wine, 1 litre of spirits or strong
liqueur’s over 22%

or 2 litres fortified wine, sparkling wine or other
liqueur’s
plus 75gm perfume or 375ml toilet water

300€ of other goods including gifts and souvenirs
(please note that over this amount duty has to be paid
on the full amount)

ropa Point, The Caves and the
Apes Den. Alternatively try the
Cable Car for spectacular views
over the Rock itself, neighbouring Spain and Africa.
Gibraltar is also famed for it’s
duty free shopping with particular emphasis on cameras, elec-

tronic products, perfumes and
other beauty products. It is
worth mentioning that, if you
are planning to buy anything of
value, you are best to do it with
sterling or a credit card as the
exchange rate offered by most
shops is very poor.
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Adam Gifts is a well known gift
shop which has been in the
same family for some 50 years.
They are on Main Street, going
up the hill, past Mackintosh Sq
and on the left hand side.
They carry a vast range of gifts
of all sorts but particularly specialise in travel accessories,
Zippo lighters, licenced Rock
band Tee Shirts together with
other rock related items such as

The Pancake Factory is a great
addition to Gibraltar’s eating
out scene. They are in College
Lane, the next road on the right
up Main street from Mackintosh Sq. As the name suggests
their menu is built around
crepes and American pancakes
with a wide range of sweet and
savoury fillings. In addition
they also offer a range of “nonpancake” dishes including
breakfast, Homemade Burgers,

Gibraltar is both a great
place for history and
also for shopping.
Prices generally are
very good as there is no
VAT. It is generally
recognised that some of
the best bargains are tobacco and alcohol - the
problem is that with
such a choice of outlet
where is the best place
to shop? The Holiday

pins, bracelets, coasters and first port of call. If they haven’t
mugs, In addition they have got it then probably no-one has!
over 200 1:4 scale models of famous guitars, all highly detailed
and supplied with a stand. They
are also one of the only places
where it is possible to buy
Gibraltar labelled Christmas
Tree decorations. If you are
looking for a souvenir of your
visit or a gift for someone else
then Adam Gifts should be your
sandwiches, omelettes, salads
and pastas. Among their main
dishes are Beef Goulash and
char grilled tuna steak. The
food is well cooked and presented and service is friendly
and efficient. There is also a
good range of hot and cold
drinks.
If you are visiting Gibraltar
why not pay them a visit. We
know that you won’t be disappointed.

Guide recommends
Europa a great little
shop in the centre of
Main Street. The shop
sells a tremendous
range of tobacco products, alcohol, sou-

Gibraltar’s tax free status
makes gold and silver jewellry, diamonds, precious
stones and watches among
the most popular purchases
when visiting the Rock. The
seven shops, shown above,
are recommended for all of
these products. Their prices
are the most competitive in
Gibraltar and they provide an
excellent service. All the
shops are close together on
Main St. and, together they

Both the Bay and Straits of
Gibraltar are renowned, the world
over, for their wildlife and, in particular, Dolphins and Whales.
Dolphin Adventure have been
operating Dolphin watching trips,
from Gibraltar, for some 14 years
and use a boat built to their own
specifications to provide the best
possible “Dolphin Experience”.
The boat is a catamaran, chosen
because it is much wider than an
ordinary boat so that passenger
space and viewing area are

What do Sean Connery, John
Lennon and thousands of others
have in common? They got
married in Gibraltar - in the case
of Sean Connery - twice!
Gibraltar law has no residence
requirements and, in theory, it is
possible to get married with just
24 hours notice. A recent change
in the law means that there are
now many alternatives to the
Registry Office for weddings,
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venirs, chocolates etc
and has some of the
best prices, with, for
example, whiskey and
vodka from £2.99.
Look out particularly
for the Famous Grouse
in a limited edition
presentation box with
views of Gibraltar - a
great present for a
whiskey
drinking
friend.

stock a vast range. In addition
to a superb collection of
branded watches, Essardas,
Crown jewels and Jewels &
Gems also have some beautiful Italian jewellry designs in
both 9 and 18 carat white and
yellow gold. Just Diamonds,
as the name suggests, specialises in diamond jewellry
but they also stock other precious stones such as rubies,
saphires and emeralds. The 7
shops have a large selection

of loose diamonds which can
be mounted in jewellry,
within 2 hours. The managers
of these shops work closely
with the staff of their own
workshop and can design
some unusual and individual
pieces for you. ALL their
products come with a full certificate and insurance valuation. To make life even easier
they accept all major currencies and credit cards.
Very well worth a visit.

including a number of hotels,
The Mount - formally the residence of the senior Naval Officer and with wonderful gardens,
or even the Alameda garden itself.
An option favoured by many is
to stay in Spain where accommodation and reception prices
are much cheaper and travel to
Gibraltar for the service itself. If
you have family also staying for

the wedding transportation can
easily be arranged using one of
a number of different sized
coaches. Jackie, one of the
coast’s best known English
guides, can, using her many
contacts in Gibraltar, arrange
everything for you and if you
are staying on the coast will
even accompany you on the
coach to make sure that everything runs smoothly.
Tel: 661 760 897

greater. Also, a catamaran provides a much more stable platform particularly when the boat is
stationery, or moving slowly in
the water. It has less tendency to
roll and wallow so, as they say,
“no more green passengers!”.
The boat is also faster than normal giving them the ability to
travel further out into the bay in
search of the larger pods of dolphins.
They have a highly experienced
crew and the boat complies with

all the latest safety requirements.
Refreshments and toilets are
available on board. Dolphin Adventure is based in Marina Bay, a
short walk from Casemates
Square, and they sail daily from
10am. Booking is advisable. Tel:
00350 200 50650. If you go on
the Excursion Centre Friday
Gibraltar trip ( see page 5) then
you can book for the dolphins at
the time of booking or once you
get on the coach.
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Entertainment & Activities
El Mojito...La Carihuela

El Mojito is one of the longest
established bars in La Carihuela. We’ve been here for 17
years and they had already been
open for three years - a total of
20! Over the years that we have
known this excellent bar the
owners have continually improved and enlarged it. Some
years ago they installed a stage
and excellent sound system
and, since that time have developed a reputation as the entertainment bar in the area. They
have live entertainment every
night except Tuesdays, with a
varied selection of acts including a great Elvis tribute show,
Alex Avery, Siobhan, Orla, a
Cliff Richard tribute and
Wayne Ward with his tribute to
The Beatles, rock ‘n roll etc.
The acts do vary so it is worth

checking their boards or paying
them a visit to see what’s on
during your stay
In addition to the live entertainment, which starts at 9.30pm,
there is a separate games room
and they have a pool table and
Sky TV. They will be showing
all major sports events. The bar
is fully air-conditioned and they
have baby changing facilities,
wi-fi and a sunny terrace. We
have written about their excellent food in our eating our
pages and between the food,
drink and entertainment that
this bar offers we know that
you are guaranteed to have a
excellent night out.
A great food and entertainment
venue and well worth a visit.
Check out their facebook page

at el mojito Carihuela.
Tel:952 057 062
Recommended

February
Entertainment
Mondays:

Stelvis - Tribute to “The
King”

Wednesdays:

Cliff Richard Tribute +
50s & 60s Rock ‘n Roll
with Dunc Neil

Thursdays:

Wayne Ward Guitar/Vocals

Fridays:

Mar 6 & 20, April 3
Noel Noone
Mar 13 & 27
Siobhan - Female
Vocalist
.

Saturdays:

Orla - Female vocalist

Sundays:

The Red Lion...Fuengirola

Regular readers will know that
Gill and Steve started out with
Mariners On The Marina,
where they were featured on “A
New Life In The Sun”. They
have now opened The Red Lion
situated on Calle Lamo de Espinosa very close to the entrance to the PYR hotel, and , in
May, the TV people are coming
back to get an update with this
new venture.The bar has seating both inside and on their
large terrace and they will run
it along the lines of a British
pub , serving Carling, John

Smiths and strongbow on
draught together with a selection of British bottled beers and
ciders. They will have a good
range of spirits including premium brands and will offer teas
and coffees. The opening hours,
during the winter, will be 5pm
until late during the week and
from 12 mid-day at weekends.
They will show all major live
sports events and, unusually,
will be able to accept debit and
credit cars. For those of you
staying in an apartment Gill

makes and freezes a number of

Easter in Spain

Salon Varieties...Fuengirola

Mar 1, 15 & 29
Ed Sheeran Tribute
with Jai Northover
Mar 8 & 22, April 5
Alexandra Avery One
Woman Show

main meal dishes, including her
popular steak pies, which you
can purchase to take back and
re-heat.
Finally The Los Locos Scooter
Club will move with them and
will be based at The Red Lion.
This is a club for ex-pat scooter
riders and they welcome holiday makers who rent a scooter,
to join them on one of their regular “ride outs” Just ask in the
bar for details. with their success at their previous 2 ventures
behind them we are sure that
Gill and Steve will be equally
as successful at The Red Lion

Our next issue comes out on the 6th April just 4 days before Good Friday. If you are here over this period you will almost certainly come
across one of the parades held during Easter Week. Our next issue
has a feature on Easter and, in particular, the parades, what they are
and how they are made up. Make sure that you grab a copy from any
hotel or tourist office so taht you can understand what’s going on.

Here on the Costa del Sol we are
very lucky to have our own English theatre, the Salon Varieties,
in Fuengirola.
The Salon was built in 1925 and
actually ran as a theatre until
1956 when it was turned into a
Cinema. A long term lease was
negotiated and with a lot of hard
work, everything was changed,
except the name. The place we
now all know as The Salon Varieties was born and it opened its
doors for the first time on June 14
th 1985.
The Salon offers a wide choice of
productions, Musicals, Drama,
Reviews and Farce making it a
unique cultural centre for foreign
residents, and visitors alike.
Shows take place throughout the
year, with the exception of the,
very hot, summer months
For more information and to
book tickets telephone:
952 474 542, visit the box office
at the theatre or online at
www.salonvarietiestheatre.com

Mallones...Benalmadena

Mallones is a great bar, on Avenida Gamonal, which offers a
warm, friendly welcome, drinks and light snacks. They have
seating inside and on their large terrace which is partly covered.
The uncovered part enjoys sheltered sunshine in the afternoon.
Sundays 3pm - 5.30pm
Live Music
with “The Folker” playing Pop, Country,
Rock, Skiffle etc. Come and sing a long or
just relax and enjoy the non-stop music..
Sundays 8.30pm
Quiz & Blockbuster
Wednesdays 8.30pm
“Popbuster” Music Quiz
Unique to Mallones this is a good opportunity to listen to and
enjoy a variety of great music. No scoring involved so everyone stands a chance of winning!
Free Entry to all of these events.

The Best

Gibraltar Excursion
English Language Only
Native English Guide
Every Friday
Book By Phone
Pay on Coach
15.00€
See Page 5
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RUGBY SIX NATIONS
Fixture List & Scores
Sponsored by
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Licor 43...The most popular Spanish
Mini Beer 43

Casey Duke’s

Benalmadena
“The Best Place To Watch All The Matches Live”
Wales 42 v Italy 0
Ireland 19 v Scotland 12
France 24 v England 17

Ireland 24 v Wales 14
Scotland 6 v England 13
France 35 v Italy 22

Sat. Mar. 7
Sat. Mar. 7
Sun. Mar. 8

Sat. Mar. 14
Sat. Mar. 14
Sat. Mar. 14

Italy 0
v Scotland 17
Wales 23 v France 27
England 24 v Ireland 12
15.15
17.45
16.00
15.15
17.45
21.00

Ireland v Italy
England v Wales
Scotland v France

Wales v Scotland
Italy
v England
France v Ireland

These are Spanish Times
St. Patrick’s...2020

As the 17th March falls on a Tuesday this year most of the big events to celebrate St Patrick’s
Day will take place over the weekend of the 14th & 15th March. Below you will find the basic
details of these celebrations together with information about any of our advertisers who are
planning something special.
Tuesday 17th
Sunday 15th
Saturday 14th
Benalmadena
Parade
from
Arroyo
Church to Plaza de la
Mezquite followed by 6
hours of entertainment in
the Plaza.

Torremolinos
Entertainment all afternoon
in Plaza Pablo Picasso

Arroyo de la Miel
Concert at the church near
the train station

See the facebook page for
the Irish Association of
Spain for more details of
these events

Spanish Meat Cuts

La Cala de Mijas
6 hours of entertainment in
the square outside the town
hall

Licor 43 is probably the most
famous liqueur from Spain, has
grown in popularity especially
in Northern Europe, Brazil,
Australia, Mexico and the
USA. In the last three years it
has become the fastest growing
premium liquor. The origins of
the drink go back to Roman
Times when it was produced in,
what is now Cartagena. (In
Roman times this was known
as Carthago Nova and was an
important Roman port). Originally calle Liqueur Mirabilis or
"wonderful Liquor”, the drink
became very popular with the
Ginger 43

Mallones

Avda Gamonal Benalmadena

From 8pm - Live Music
with “The Folker”. A night
of comic songs with some
Irish and Skiffle thrown in

Arroyo de la Miel
Special Mass at the church
Casey Duke’s
near the train station

Los Porches Benalmadena

Irish Music all day
Music Bingo in the evening

McGuire’s Irish Cafe & Bar

Avda Gamonal,Benalmadena
Irish Music, Special Irish dish.
Special price for Guinness &
Magner’s on draught.

Roman Elite and was eventually banned although the
Carthaginians continued to produce it in secret.. Licor
Mirabilis was re-created in the
20th century, by brother and
sister Angel and Josephina
Zamora, again in Cartagena,
and was renamed Licor 43.
This name derives from the fact
that there are 43 ingredients
used to make the drink Most of
which are a family secret.. By
the 1950s Licor 43 was the best
selling liqueur in Spain, a position it still occupies today. It is
also the most international premium Spanish liqueur of all
time.
Licor 43 is known to contain
citrus and fruit juices and be
flavoured with vanilla along
with other aromatic herbs and
spices. It is 31% alcohol by vol-

ume and is a sweet liqueur that
is thick bodied when sipped
neat, at room temperature. It's
colour is golden yellow and it's
aroma is sharp, warm and complex. The taste is warm, creamy
and smooth with flavours of
vanilla, citrus, sweet fruits and
a flavour similar to aged rum.
Licor 43 can be drunk on it's

Carajillo 43

own, over ice with a slice of
lemon, but is usually served in
combination. Examples are:
Ginger 43 - probably the most
famous, this consists of 1 part
licor 43 and 4 parts ginger ale
with juice of half a lime and a
slice of lime.
Blanco 43 - a sweet creamy
drink made from 1 part 43 and
3 parts milk over ice
Mini Beer. Chilled Licor 43 in
a shot glass with heavy cream
floated on the top.
Carajillo 43 - popular in Mexico made with 50ml 43 and a
hot espresso coffee served over
ice cubes.
Barraquito

Barraquito - from Tenerife.
This is served in a small, tall
glass with the ingredients layered as follows: Condensed
milk, black coffee, licor 43,
frothed milk or cream, decorated with lemon peel and cinnamon.
Spanish bars should be able to
supply any of these:
By the way, to order Licor 43
you ask for "cuarenta y tres".
Bottles of Licor 43 are available at most liquor shops and
supermarkets.
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PAIN RELIEF THE NATURAL WAY
By Barbara Manderley - Independent Distributor

In China and Mongolia - up to 5,000 years ago
Aloe Vera was recognised as a miraculous answer to so many physical problems - you can
drink it, you can eat it and you can use to cure
the most serious skin problems. It is related to
garlic, onions and asparagus, all of which have
some medicinal properties - used for thousands
of years by millions of people. In fact, even
today, in Russia, they chew a whole onion to treat
throat, chest and flu symptoms - not easy!
They say the Mongolian army had one million
young strong men in it, and in those days they
fought face to face with fists and wooden staves
causing terrible bruising, breaks and skin damage. They discovered a special mixture of plants
such as arnica, eucalyptus, Indian chestnut and
cinnamon mixed with aloe ( we call it Gel Relax)
and they gave the soldiers an obligatory massage
at the end of every day- proving so curative that
they would be up and fit to fight again the following day.
Cleopatra used aloe gel mixed with goats milk,

to keep looking young and beautiful, every time
she took a bath. Christopher Columbus took hundreds of the plants to the Americas to start them
growing over there.
Recently I have discovered that someone has
been collecting the Pain Gel from me for two
of the actors from Coronation Street. I wonder what they would say if they
knew that I went to school just 2
minutes from Coronation
Street and grew up in that
area,
The aloe skin cream acts as
a moisturiser, reducing skin
spots and marks, reduces
wrinkling and improves the
quality of skin. Dentists are
recommending aloe in
toothpaste to stop bleeding
gums, receding gums and
gingivitis.
Only this week I met a couple, from
Marrakech in Morocco, who had tried the amazing Pain Relief Gel on their family last year. This
time they took a number of bottles for members
of their family who are a nomadic family living
in the Sahara desert.
The Ba Ba de Caracol, which is now well known
in Spain, is a face cream invented in Chile over
2,000 years ago. It has a breathtaking effect on
wrinkles, shin blemishes and aging skin. I use it
on the back of one hand only so you can see the
difference and believe me it really is breathtaking.

WHY SUFFER
PAIN?

Another new product is a magic
lotion to stop hair loss - just massage it in and leave it on - it's
great and it works - what is nicer
than thicker, shinier, healthy
looking hair. Again the Aloe Vera
stimulates the roots and puts the
vitamins back into the hair.
If you spend hours on your computer - which can cause
headaches, migraine and neck
Wednesday 11.30 - 2pm I am in Temptations at the enpains, Gel Relax is the answer.
Amazingly keeping a live Aloe
trance to Dunnes Stores in Las Rampas, Fuengirola If
Vera plant next to your computer
you can’t find me give me a call.
can help enormously by elimiTuesday,Thursday & Saturday 1 - 3pm: I am at
nating the rays which cause
Los Molinos Cafe near Church Square in Los Boliches
many of the problems.
The McRobb family, from New
If you can’t find me or my products, or you need more
Zealand, were flying to Toronto
information, don’t hesitate to give me a call.
but insisted on a two night stop
in Malaga so they could pick up
The products are also available at
another supply of Pain Gel. They
had severe arthritis and had moAna Fruit & Veg Shop, in the old market at Los
bility problems due to sciatica.
Boliches, near the station 1st left at the front entrance.
With the help of Pain Gel they
Regalos Hema, in front of the Sol House Hotel,
had got rid of all their pains and
Montemar
also no longer needed a hip replacement and knee operation or
Tel: 602 675 816
all the chemical pain killers they
for more information.
had been taking before.
email: barbara.manderley@yahoo.co.uk
Anyone who needs advice on the
special ways to use the gels and
DON’T SUFFER THAT PAIN. THERE IS AN
how to get rid of painful probANSWER
AND IT’S EASIER THAN YOU COULD
lems forever just give me a call
EVER IMAGINE.
or visit me at one of the places
mentioned in the advert. On
Wednesdays I am at Temptations, the cafe near the entrance to Dunnes Stores
HOLIDAY EXCURSIONS BEWARE!
in Las Rampas, Fuengirola.
We are aware of a number of excursions being offered on a
Thanks to Aloe Vera and some very astute Monprivate basis and not through a licensed Travel Agent.
Any person or organisation which runs, excursions for paygolians some of the most difficult and aggressive
problems can be cured. For example. Mr Mc- ment must, by law, be a properly licensed agent. Such agents
must display their “CIAN” number on all literature and adDonald, from Manchester, came to me in Paloma
vertisements including internet ones. We are even aware of
park. He had been in a wheelchair for 20 years
one person, advertising excursions to Gibraltar who has a
after a rugby accident and been told that he so called CIAN number on her literature but, in fact it is not
would never regain mobility. I showed him the a CIAN number. CIAN Numbers always follow the formula
12345 - X Where the X is either 1, 2 or 3 depending on
different ways of applying the Pain Gel as the
whether their licence is as a retailer, wholesaler or both For
way it is applied in the East is so different to the
your own safety and peace of mind please make sure that
European method. The last e-mail I had from him
you only book with a fully licenced agent.
said that the wheelchair is in the garage
as he can now walk with a stick - best
of all, he can now go to the loo
without assistance - imagine that
after 20 years!
People are using this Pain Gel in almost all the countries of the world
and the results are just unbelievable,
It is natural and can do no
harm and it has no side effects.
Always look for the stamp of purity showing that it has been certified
as pure by the authorities.
I also stock Echinacea tablets which are
believed to be helpful in preventing cold and
flu. These are the same tablets carried by homeopathic shops and I sell them at just 10€ for 2
months supply. I have Gel Relax in small sachets
and many people believe that if you dab some
under each nostril it can help you avoid air borne
viruses such as flu. Both these could be useful if
you are worried about stress. I now also have
Aloe juice with added noni fruit, which is very
protective of the body.
If you have a pain come and see me, don't suffer, you've only got one life - live it!

It Just Isn’t Necessary
...But Finding Me Is!
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THREE GREAT HOLIDAY TOWNS

TORREMOLINOS, BENALMADENA & FUENGIROLA

The three great holiday towns covered by The Holiday Guide are Torremolinos, Benalmadena and Fuengirola. These towns are relatively close to each other and it is easy to travel between them by bus, taxi or train. If you are based in one of them why not take the opportunity to visit one, or both of the others. Each town is completely different and has it’s own attractions.

The area , covered by these three
towns is, without doubt, the
heart of the Costa del Sol.
Torremolinos, the nearest town
to Malaga and the airport, was,
apparently, the destination for
the first ever true package holiday way back in the late 1950s.
In those days, the town itself
was a bit isolated from the
seafront sitting, as it does, at the
top of a cliff overlooking the
sea. The town had no port but
was served by the tiny fishing
village of La Carihuela; an area
which still preserves much of
it’s past. The first package holiday, therefore, was to a hotel in
the area now known as Mon-

temar where the first hotel ters up the hill, overlooking the
specifically built to service the sea. Between the two is Arroyo
tourist industry, the Pez Espada,
still stands. Since those time, of
course, the town has now grown
tremendously particularly in the
beach area of Los Alamos and
Bajondillo to the east of the
town and La Carihuela and
Montemar, to the west.
Moving just a short distance further along the coast we find Benalmadena Costa. This whole
area was built to service the holiday trade and, as such, did not
exist before 1950. The town
from which it takes it’s name
(now known as Benalmadena
Pueblo) is located a few kilome-

de la Miel which was, in those
days, a small industrial area providing work for the people of
the Pueblo.
Finally we come to Fuengirola.
Just a few years ago there was
very little development between
Benalmadena and Fuengirola.
Now, however, there is an almost continuous ribbon of development along the main road
and areas such as Torrequebrada, Torremuelle, and Torreblanca all have their separate
identity.
Coming in to Fuengirola we
pass through Los Boliches, an
area similar to La Carihuela in
Torremolinos. This was an old

to advise you on such things as
deposits etc. She was previously
an Area Manager with holiday
company Cosmos and so has a
very good knowledge of what
holidaymakers are looking for.
The holiday lets currently consist
of about 60 studio and one bed
apartments in the Jupiter and
Minerva complexes and Benal
Beach. Many of their customers
are old friends who return to one
of the apartments year after year.
In the unlikely event of something

going wrong in an apartment customers have the comfort of knowing that they can walk into the
office and speak directly to Sandy

Gapp properties is owned by
Sandy who has lived in Spain for
many years. The business is run
from her office in Jupiter Apartments, one of the very prominent
apartment blocks which line
Avenida Gamonal in Benal-

madena. Sandy takes great pride
in finding just the right location
for her many clients. Sandy is the
person for long term rentals and
has available apartments of all
types and sizes. For anyone looking to move to Spain or already
here and looking for a new apartment, Sandy is the person to talk
to. If she doesn't already have
something suitable on the books
she will go out of her way to find
it. With her years of experience
Sandy is also just the right person

Apartment Rentals - GAPP Properties

fishing village and, in part, still
retains some of it’s character
and background. Fuengirola, itself, has existed, in one form or
another, for hundreds of years,
primarily due to it’s fishing port.
The Arab castle, at the far end of
the town is testament to it’s long
standing position as a significant
area of habitation. Today, of
course, it is another major holiday resort largely due to it’s 7
kilometers of shallow sandy
beaches. The buildings along the
sea front road now bear little resemblance to the tiny fishing
cottages which they have replaced. The three towns, a wonderful holiday area.

Spain and in the rental business
and she prides herself on being
readily available to ensure that all
her customers enjoy their time in
the country.
As you might imagine we are frequently contacted by readers for
advice on renting property. This is
very easy for us as we have no
hesitation in passing such enquiries on to Gapp. They open
from 10 until 5 Monday to Friday.
who will quickly sort the problem Tel: 952 574 051 or 952 577 751
out. She has spent many years in www.gapp-properties.com

Benalmadena Map

Ardisson

Los Porches
Casey Duke’s

Mallones
McGuire’s
Anna’s
Laundry

GAPP
Apt. Rental

Ten Ten

Bar Rafael
& Pili

Bar
La Fiesta

Black
Bull

Plaza Ole
Saints & Sinners

Tenth Avenue
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Benalmadena Costa was, until
not so long ago, a tiny fishing
port and Arroyo de la Miel was
little else but a paper making
factory. The main population in
the area lived in what is now
known as Benalmadena Pueblo.
Many of them used to walk,
every day, down the hill to work
in the paper factory, the remains
of which can still be seen in one
of the quaint old squares just off
the main road through the town.
How things have changed since
those early beginnings! The advent of tourism quickly ensured
that the “little fishing village”
changed out of all recognition.
The needs of the tourist industry
meant that Benalmadena Costa
was born with its many hotels,
bars, restaurants, shops and discos etc.
The fishing port itself has now
become one of the major sports
harbours on the Mediterranean
and it is impossible to find any
remnants of the original Spanish
village. It is, however, possible
to see evidence of an even older,
Roman, village in the preserved
remains on view in Palmtree Avenue. During recent building
work near the windmill roundabout they discovered the remains of a Roman villa
including a bag of Roman
coins.. These are being preserved and can be viewed by the
public. If you are travelling from
Fuengirola or Torremolinos by
train be warned that the station
is actually up the hill in Arroyo
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Beach Bar Pili y Rafa ...Benalmadena

- quite a walk from the seafront.
There is another station, El
Pinillo, on the Torremolinos side
and it is easier to walk down to
the seafront from here, particularly if you want to be at the Marina side of the beach.
It is now possible to walk along
the seafront from Torremolinos

through to Fuengirola. The section of the front from Benalmadena Marina to the BIL BIL
castle is particularly pleasant
with good, easy walking, great
views and plenty of bars and
restaurants for refreshments and
a rest along the way.

Beach Bar Pili y Rafa is owned
and run by Rafael and his son
Manhattan, who have run the
bar for many years and are well
known to regular visitors. The
bar is situated right on the paseo
with great view over the beach
and sea. They are concentrating
on light meals and snacks including an excellent range of
ice-cream sundaes, sandwiches,
baguettes, including an “upmarket” range, and a variety of
savoury and sweet pancakes including fresh fruit toppings.
They have also introduced waffles to their menu and have the
famous churros and chocolate
available.. Best of all is their
use of fresh fruit in everything
from their crepes, milkshakes
and a range of over 25 different
cocktails, including some nonalcoholic ones and the best mojitos. All the cocktails are
available in one litre cups to
take to the beach where there
are sunbeds for hire with waiter
service! Their famous Sangria
is made with seven different ingredients and we think it’s the
best on the coast. Give it a try
and let them know what you

think! Excellent value are their
“Plates”, which consist of fresh
prawns, fresh mussels, pinchitos, pil pil etc. Their menu has
a selection of meat, poultry and
fish dishes. They really do have
something for everyone, including 42 flavours of artisan ice
cream, 10 different ciders and
25 different beers. They are
open every day and serve
breakfast from 10am.
At night time the , well lit, terrace is a great place to relax
with a drink overlooking the
sea.
To avoid people having to walk
some distance for the nearest
bank, they have just installed an
ATM machine at the bar and
will even allow customers to recharge mobility scooters whilst
having a drink or something to
eat. The bar is the last one on
the paseo just by the windmill
roundabout. A great bar in a
great location.
They now have a holiday apartment for rental, call into the bar
for information.
Highly recommended

951 215 157

Mallones...Benalmadena
The Holiday Guide
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Dawn, who has lived on the
coast for some 16 years, has
long had the dream of running
her own bar here. In April of

last year she realised her
dream and opened Mallones
on Avenida Gamonal. The bar
is located, on the other side of
the road and just up from
Minerva Apartments. Look
for the grassed area, with the
childrens playground and the
bar is on the corner. On taking
over the Bar Dawn completely refurbished it and has
given it a beach feel. There is
seating inside and a large
sunny terrace part of which
can be enclosed for when the

weather isn’t so good or to
provide shade. They have a
good range of drinks including Amstel and Strongbow on
draught with bottled beers
and all the usual spirits. Coffee is available on it’s own or
with brandy, Tia Maria, Baileys etc.
On Sundays they hold a very
popular, free to enter, and
light hearted, quiz from
around 8.30pm. and, on
Wednesdays they have a new
music based quiz called “Pop-

Buster”, again starting at
8.30pm.
On Sundays they also have a
popular live music session
from 3pm. This take place on
the sunny terrace when the
weather’s nice and inside if
it’s raining.
Mallones is a great bar,
colourful, cheerful, friendly
and welcoming - just right to
match your holiday mood.
They are open every day, except Saturday, from 12 noon
until late and we recommend

Saints and Sinners is a great
bar situated in a lovely
square, very close to the
seafront, called Plaza Olé.
From the main road look for

the little exhibition hall
called “ Centro de Exposiciones de Benalmadena”
and walk down the narrow
road alongside it, to the
square. The bar has been
owned and run for the last 5
years by Chris, who has
been on the coast for some
15 years, during which time
she has run a number of successful bars.
The bar has a small interior
with a very large sunny, and
sheltered, terrace. The inside
id¡s well decorated with
Chris’ memorabilia featur-

ing Elvis, the Rat Pack,
Nashville and Memphis.
They are open every day
from 12 until late and serve
food up until 6pm. In addition to a range of healthy
salads Chris offers home
baked Cornish pasties, pies,
homemade quiche, toasties
and baguettes.
There is a good selection of
beers with Mahou and Carling on draught together
with John Smiths, Guinness,
ciders etc in cans and bottles
They also have a variety of
flavoured gins including

rhubarb!
They have the facility to
show sports on their television and always have good
background music.
Finally Chris stacks a variety of useful items such as
reading glasses, sun tan
creams etc. If she spots
something at a good price
which she thinks might be
useful for her customers she
will get some in for them!
Saints and Sinners is a great
bar in a very good location
(literally 1 minute from the
beach) and well worth a

ing all the well known ones but
also featuring ice cream cocktails and sangria, They are
now also offering a superb
range of Coffees and Hot
Chocolate laced with a variety

Casey Duke’s, in Plaza Los
Porches, is 100% Irish owned
and run. Just a few minutes
from the marina and 24 Hour
Square, the bar has a great rep-

utation as the place to chill out
over a few drinks or to watch
sports on their multi screen
TVs. They will be showing
Rugby, GAA and football.
Look out also for their Music
Bingo night.
Their excellent range of drinks
includes Dublin Guinness and
Hop House 13 on tap, together
with Amstel, Heineken and Orchard Thieves cider.. Casey
Duke’s have long been known
for their cocktail menus which
have over 80 cocktails includ-

of spirits and liqueurs. Best of
all there is a “Cocktail Happy
Hour” between 4 and 7pm with
cocktails at just 2 for 7.50€.
Prices for the drinks start at
2.70€ for draught pints and
1.70€ for bottles. The bar is air
conditioned, has a pool table
and inside and outside seating.
Whilst they don’t offer food
that have arrangements with
neighbouring restaurants for
delivery to the bar.
Plaza Los Porches is just up the
road from 24 hour Square - on

As we went to press this new
bar, Tenth Avenue , had not formally opened and were still
suffering with temporary signs,
menus etc. However, by the

Saints & Sinners ...Benalmadena
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that you visit early in your
stay as you are sure to want to
return.

visit. Visit early in your stay
and this is likely to become
your “local”.

Casey Duke’s...Benalmadena

Tenth Avenue...Benalmadena

time this issue hits the streets
they are hoping that everything
will be in place.
The bar is located on the main
road through Benalmadena,

just before Los Porches and
past 24 hr. Square and the
tourist office. The bar has been
taken over by father James, son
Neil and his wife Kelly together with their two and a half
year old Isla. all of whom come
from Manchester. When we
visited they had just got their
draught beers and cider (Carling, Alhambra and Magners
Dark Fruits) connected and had
just had a pool table delivered.
They are planning on the Tenth
Avenue being a family friendly
bar with colouring book to keep
the kids amused. They will be

offering full English breakfasts,
sandwiches, Jacket potatoes etc
although this menu is still being
developed.
Our photograph does not do the
bar justice as it was taken a few
days before we went to press so
is well out of date. We hope
that they will not be let down
by suppliers and that everything will be in place by their
planned opening on 3rd March.
Having met the owners, and listened to their plans, we have no
doubt that this will be a
friendly, family bar with a
good selection of drinks and

the way to Lidl. Casey Duke’s
is on the front line and easy to
find, well worth the short walk
from the centre of the town.
Tel: 687189617
Recommended
food at very reasonable prices.
A great place for a bite to eat or
a few drinks on their large terrace. They will be open every
day
If you are in the area pay them
a visit and give them your support.
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Fuengirola

Fuengirola, like Torremolinos
was one of the original towns
along the coast and existed well
before tourism became popular.
The evidence of this still exists
in the town centre with it’s narrow streets and lovely church.
The town is distinguished by it’s
7 kilometres of beach and harbour, part of which is still an active fishing port. At one end of
the beach lies Los Boliches
which is a separate area in it’s
own right and a favourite spot
for British residents and holiday
makers. All the streets around
the sea front are full of bars and
restaurants although most of the
entertainment bars are grouped
in the town centre. Nearby there
is an area of restaurants and bars
known locally as fish alley.
Walking around these streets in
the evening involves navigating
between all the tables out on the
pavement although it does mean
that you get a chance to see what
everyone is eating!. Fuengirola
boasts one of the largest markets
on the coast held, every Tuesday
on the feria ground. On Saturdays, at the same location, there
is a huge, and fascinating flea
market and there is also a third,
smaller market held near the

Mosque on Sundays.
Like many Andalucian towns
Fuengirola has a very mixed history having, at times, been occupied by the Romans ,
Phoenicians and the Moors. Evidence of this history can still be
seen in many parts of the town
and surrounding area. One notable monument is Sohail Castle
at the western end of the town.
The castle and its surroundings
gardens have recently been refurbished and it makes a very
pleasant visit. Parts of the castle
date back to Phoenician times
and, a few years ago, it became
famous as the setting for an ad-

951 215 157

Blondies Hair & Beauty Salon
Fuengirola

Blondies is a small hair salon on
the road going towards the sea,
from the Bus station in Fuengirola. The salon is on the left
side and is owned and run by
Sherry from Halifax in York-

vertisement for a very well
know brand of lager. The advert
featured medieval people kicking around an empty can of the
lager and thus “inventing” foot-

ball as a game.
Check with the tourist office
for various events which take
place in the castle.

shire. Sherry is a fully qualified
hairdresser having started as a
Saturday girl in a salon in her
home town, at the age of 14. She
subsequently went to the local
college to obtain her City and
Guilds qualifications. Although
small the salon is very tidy and
clean (and wheelchair friendly)
and Sherry only uses brand products that she has known for
many years. She is happy to do
the hair for weddings or other
functions and will work outside

her normal hours if required.
In addition to the hairdress they
also offer manicures, pedicures
and nail treatments. Blondies is
open Tuesday to Friday 10 - 6
and 10 - 3 on Saturdays. Gift
vouchers are available and their
telephone numbers are 952 471
046 and 672 921 633 for hairdressing (Sherry) and 608 078
991 for nails, manicures and
pedicures (Tracey).

951 215 157

Torremolinos / Montemar
The Holiday Guide

Torremolinos is really three
places in one with the main
town in the middle, on the
Malaga side the modern Bajondillo and Playamar areas and
on the other side the older La
Carihuela.
This town was at the heart of
the tourist boom back in the
1980s and it did get a reputation
as a noisy and rowdy resort
much as can be seen today with
some of the Mediterranean islands.
Things have changed, however,
in recent years, and now the
area has something to offer for
everyone. Like our other two
featured towns there is a promenade which is a continuation of

the one in Benalmadena. In this
area however the promenade is
distinguished by it’s many
beach bars known locally as
chiringuitos. Many of these are
really good fish restaurants and
there are a few notable music
bars amongst them. You can
walk along the paseo at almost
any time of day or night and
find something to eat or drink.
The town centre features the famous shopping street of Calle
San Miguel which winds down
from the main street almost to
the seafront. Along this street
and it’s many side streets you
will find numerous little shops
selling almost everything. A
great place to visit. The paseo,

During the Summer months we
featured some of the traditional,
refreshing drinks, such as tinto
de verano, sangria etc, peculiar
to Spain. Now that the weather
has turned a bit colder, particularly at night time, we though
that the time has come to talk
about some of the Spanish winter drinks. Of course, some of
these belong more to the North
of Spain where it is much
colder in the winter. They are,
however, made from ingredients which are mostly available
in the UK or which you can
take back with you to the colder
weather at home.

which you get in the UK but the
rich, thick, warming mixture
made by heating milk, chocolate and cinnamon until it boils.
This is either drunk on it’s own
or with churros which are
dipped in it before eating.
Calimocho. A strange sounding mix of red wine and cola,
often with a dash of blackberry
liqueur added. This is a particular favourite amongst younger
Spanish from the North. Give it
a try, you might be surprised.

Hot Chocolate. Not the stuff

or promenade, has now been extended towards Malaga and it is
now possible to walk along it
from the far side of Benalmadena past the area known as
Los Alamos - just a short walk
from the famous Plaza Mayor
complex.
The town hall has been making
major efforts, over the last few
years, to return Torremolinos to
it’s former status as a major
tourist resort. Numerous improvements have been made,
both in the town centre itself and
along the seafront.
With it’s marvellous paseo,
great shops, and wonderful bars
and restaurants Torremolinos is
now a town which is well worth
a visit.
One of the lesser known areas of
the Costa del Sol, and, in our opinion, one of the best is La Carihuela. This was originally a small
fishing village on the outskirts of
Torremolinos and shares the area
between Torremolinos and Benalmadena with the area known as
Montemar. Whilst Montemar has
been well developed with a large
number of big hotels, La Carihuela
manages to retain much of it’s
original character with plenty of
narrow streets. These days, of
course, these streets are lined with
small shops, restaurants and bars
although this just seems to add to
it’s character. Being between Benalmadena and Torremolinos, La
Carihuela is easy to get to from
both towns and, of course the flat,
easily walked paseo connects all
three. Why not take a walk, ex-
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plore the area and don’t forget to
explore the one or two streets back
from the seafront where a lot of
the good shops and bars and

Spanish Winter Drinks

Carajillo. black coffee with a
dash of rum. brandy or whisky.
This is supposed to have originated in Spanish occupied
Cuba when it was given to soldiers to give them courage.
Patxaran or Pacharan. This is
the Spanish equivalent of Sloe

Gin. Anise is used instead of
Gin and the sloe berries are
steeped in it for a period of 3-4
months. The resulting liquid is
pink or red in colour and traditionally drunk at the end of a
meal. It also makes a great winter morning warming drink.

Sherry . Especially the dry, and
complex Oloroso, which is traditionally drunk in Southern
Spain during the winter
months. Once reserved for
older relatives this dry, mellow

and nutty style is making a
comeback as a stand alone
drink. Here is a recipe for a
great Oloroso Cocktail:
2 parts Oloroso Sherry
1 part Dry Vermouth
1 part Sweet Vermouth.
Just combine the ingredients in
a mixing glass, strain over ice
and garnish with an orange
peel.

Cuba Libre. Lots of people
like a Cuba Libre or rum and
coke but try this version with a
tot of Licor 43 added - a very
Spanish vanilla/citrus liqueur.
Serve this to your rum and coke
drinking friends and they’ll be
asking what your secret is.
Queimada de Galicia. Other-
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restaurants, including one of our
advertisers, El Mojito are to be
found.

wise known as the fire drink
this, as it’s name suggests, is

popular in the Galicia region.
This is thought to date back to
when the celts occupied Northern Spain. Mix 1 litre of Orujo,
a Spanish strong liqueur, with
2/3 cups of sugar, rind of 1
lemon and a quarter cup of
whole coffee beans and stir
well until the sugar is dissolved. Put all but a ladle full of
the liquid in a flameproof pot.
Light the liquid in the ladle and
lower it into the pot until that
liquid catches fir. Stir until the
flames turn blue and then put a
lid on to put out the flames.
Serve immediately.
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A

s the town situated
nearest to Malaga Airport, Torremolinos became one of the first areas on
the Costa del Sol to be developed as a tourist area. Since it’s
first heyday in the 1960s, when
everything was crammed into
the area of the town centre, the
town has now developed as a
prime destination for holiday
makers from all over Europe.
Torremolinos has two excellent
beach areas either side of the
town centre. One of these, La
Carihuela has developed from
a small fishing village and still
retains much of the character
that it had in it’s early days. It
is full of narrow streets with
plenty of small bars, restaurants

and shops. Here there is no
road running along the beach,
just the pedestrian promenade.
On the other side of “ La
Roque”, a rocky promontory,
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TORREMOLINOS

THE ORIGINAL COSTA DEL SOL RESORT

lies Bajondillo, a more modern
beach area with it’s wide streets
and modern hotels and apartment blocks.
Joining the two beach areas is
the promenade which is some 7
kilometres in length and extends as far as Benalmadena. At

any time of the year this is a
busy thoroughfare and it makes
a wonderful walk for anyone.
Lining the promenade, on the
beach side are the chiringuitos

Royal
Indian

or beach bars. In the main they
serve excellent fish dishes and,
one of the delights of walking
along the promenade is the
smell of cooking and, in particular, of the sardines being barbecued over open olive wood
fires.
Torremolinos centre itself offers shops selling everything
imaginable with
The most famous street being
Calle San Miguel. This runs
from the main street down the
hill towards the sea. It is lined
with shops and bars and, at the
lower end becomes a narrow
walkway with hundreds of
steps to take you down the
steep hillside to the beach at the
bottom. You do need to be
fairly fit to walk up this street
and most people walk down
and find an alternative way up.
In the centre of Torremolinos
are the many late night bars and
large discos which are ex-

Bombay
Grill

tremely lively until the early
hours of the morning particularly in the Summer and at
weekends during the Winter.
Generally speaking Torremolinos is young and lively during
the Summer months and fairly
peaceful and relaxing during
the rest of the year. The beaches
are excellent and it enjoys an
enviable climate. It is extremely cosmopolitan with holidaymakers
from
every
nationality. This is also reflected in the mix of bars and
restaurants available in the
area. Probably more than any-

El Mojito

where else on the Costa del Sol
it is possible to find a bar or
restaurant from almost every
country in Europe many of
them serving traditional food
from their home country.
To sum Torremolinos up, it is
an ideal holiday resort which
can be lively for those who
want that or peaceful and relaxing. It has everything from superb beaches to great bars and
entertainment. It is very definitely Spanish but also extremely cosmopolitan. An ideal
holiday resort.

FOR SALE

Bars & Other Businesses
Through our contacts we are sometimes
aware of businesses for sale privately
(no agent’s commissions)
Interested: Tel: 951 215 157
email: bars@theholidayguide.net
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FUENGIROLA

F

uengirola is one of the
smallest municipalities in
the Malaga province, but
this has not prevented its eight
kilometres of coastline from
making it an important tourist
resort with nice beaches like
Carvajal, Torreblanca del Sol,
Los Boliches, La Gaviotas,
Santa Amalia and El Castillo.
The centre of Fuengirola is conserved in its layout, in the structure of its streets, squares,
gardens and houses, the air of a
typical Andalusian town. Short
narrow streets with shops, bars
and restaurants still branch out
from the Plaza de la Constitution.
The promenade spans practically the entire coastline of
Fuengirola, from the area of Sohail Castle to Santa Fe de los
Boliches. Los Boliches was
originally a fishing village
which, thanks to tourism has
grown at a incredible rate. Its

Busters
Sports Bar
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SEVEN KILOMETRES OF BEACH

origins go back to the 14th and
15th Centuries. At around this
time, Genoan merchants were
allowed to set up businesses
here for the export of salt fish.
They fished from vessels called
‘Boliches’, hence the name for
the village.
One of the more attractive features of Fuengirola is its port.
This is one of the most important suppliers of fresh fish to
restaurants in the western area
of the Costa del Sol. The cuisine
in Fuengirola is characteristic of
the gastronomy of the coast of
Malaga province. Some of the
seafood delicacies available

Salon
Varieties

Temptations

here include anchovies, red mullet, squid, saurel etc. But the
town boasts a variety of international restaurants offering dishes
from all over the world.
Sohail Castle, is Fuengirola’s
most important monument and
was built (or rebuilt) in the 10th
Century. The castle played a key
role in warding off Christian and
Barbary Coast pirate attacks
from the sea. The castle has an
octagonal ground plan and formerly had a tower on each of its
sides. Today only six towers remain.
In the early 19th Century, Spain
was invaded by French troops
led by Napoleon, who occupied
Sohail Castle from 1810 to
1812. The battles that took place
during this period seriously
damaged the fortifications. After
an attempted invasion by the
English, it was the Spanish
armies led by General Francisco
Ballesteros, who finally put the
French to flight. The work of
restoring the castle continues
even today and like everything
else in Fuengirola it is definitely
worth a visit. If you do visit it
may seem familiar as it was
used for a well known lager advertisement
Use the train to visit Fuengirola
if you are staying in Torremolinos or Benalmadena alternatively there is a bus which runs
along the seafront every half
hour.

Blondies

La Parra
Gold

Ordering Coffee in Spain

Just recently, for some reason, we have had a number of enquiries
about ordering coffee and, in particular, how to get a coffee that
isn’t too strong. Normally coffee will be served in a glass and unless requested otherwise it will be a small glass. Our contact at
one of the major coffee suppliers tells us that there are, in fact, in
this part of Spain, 14 different ways to order coffee! Don’t despair
though there are only 6 ways which are in common use. Our diagram shows the 6 basic ways but, it should be pointed out, that
these are based on the small glass. If you want a more normal size
glass just ask for “grande” (granday) or “doble” (doughblay). The
diagram shows the amount of coffee in the glass - the rest of the
space being given over to hot milk. From this you can see that the
weakest coffee is cafe nube (nubay) with just a small amount of
coffee and the rest milk. Cafe con leche, widely used by foreigners, is taken to mean a large cafe mitad and cafe solo would be
the equivalent of espresso - if you want a large black coffee ask
for cafe American. So, if you think Spanish coffee is too strong
try one of the weaker ones. Simple isn’t it!!!

Mariners
Pub

Spinning
Goat

Red Lion

Brad’s
Bar
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EATING and Drinking

Bombay Indian Grill & Restaurant...Montemar

The Bombay Grill, was opened 6
years ago by chef Rajinder who
comes from the city of Chandigarh in Northern India. It is located on the main road between
La Carihuela and Montemar
roughly half way between the
Pez Espada Hotel and Hotel Barracuda and has an excellent reputation. The restaurant seats
about 40 on the well appointed
terrace and 50 on the inside
which is very clean and nicely

decorated with an authentic Indian feel.
In common most Indian restaurants the menu is very comprehensive and includes everything
that lovers of this cuisine would
expect. There are, however, a
number of interesting and unusual dishes from Northern India
and Chandigarh in particular.
These include such items as
chicken Jaipur, Handi dishes and
chicken Badam pasanda. They
also have a special vegetarian
and vegan menu. Their mango,
Bombay and pistachio kulfis are
all home made as is their mango
lassi. Regular readers of The
Holiday Guide will know that at
least one member of the team is
an Indian cuisine fanatic and she

gives the, family run, Bombay
Grill a definite “thumbs up” for
the quality of their food. In addition to their take away service
they operate a free delivery service within a 6 Km radius which
includes Benalmadena and Torremolinos. They also welcome
Birthday parties and other celebrations. The restaurant is open
every day from 1pm until midnight. Recommended
Tel: 952 383 963

La Fiesta Bar... Benalmadena

La Fiesta Bar is owned and run
by Laima from Lithuania and
Marko from Persia. he bar is located about halfway up Avenida
Telefonica and opposite Hotel
Bali. Laima and Marko are an
ideal couple to run this very successful bar. Laima is a trained
chef having worked, amongst
other places at the American
Embassy in Norway. Marko is a
trained barista and well used to
serving the public. They are a
friendly and happy couple who
,together with long serving
member of staff Tanya, make
everyone feel very welcome.
The bar itself has a very British
pub feel with plenty of seating

in the air-conditioned interior
and on their covered terrace.
They have a very large, comprehensive menu with everything
from
breakfasts,
through
omelettes, sandwiches, burgers,
pizzas to Jacket potatoes, pies
and an excellent range of main
meal items. In addition they
have a 3 course daily menu for
just 13.50€ and, if ordered in advance will produce a menu of
typical Lithuanian or Persian
dishes for only 8.50€. All of the
food is extremely well cooked
and presented and at reasonable
prices. They now also offer a
Sunday roast’ with chicken
,pork or beef, between 12 and
8pm. Over the winter they are
offering a different main meal
dish each day, at the great price
of just 3.80€!
Many dishes are available as a
take away if desired. The bar is

extremely well stocked and they
have a popular cocktail menu.
Every night they currently hold
a fun quiz starting at 8.30pm
and have all Sky sports channels.
What makes La Fiesta so special
is, without doubt, the presence
of Laima and Marko. From the
moment they open at 10.30am
(closed Wednesdays) until they
close they provide a real master
class in how to treat your customers. A great bar, run by great
people - pay them a visit and
you will want to return.

Next to Dunnes Stores, in Las
Rampas, Fuengirola is a real little gem with the wholly appropriate name of Temptations.
Described as an “English Coffee Shop” Temptations has
now been taken over by Tina
and Mary, two sisters from
London, who pride themselves
on giving a warm and friendly
welcome to customers both old
and new. The definition of
temptation is “ something that
seduces or has the quality to se-

duce” or the desire to have
something that you know you
should avoid”. At Temptations
the temptation starts with a
proper cup of traditional English tea (Typhoo) served in a
china cup and saucer. For those
who prefer coffee they offer a
range including cappuccino,
latte, espresso etc. Then comes
the cakes - all home made including apple pie, lemon
meringue pie, carrot and orange
sponge, lemon and coffee cake
etc. For those looking for something a bit more substantial
they offer hot and cold dishes
including winter soups, chilli,
jacket potatoes with a variety of
fillings, paninis with different
fillings, pasties, sandwiches
and, of course teacakes and
scones.
They have seating both inside

and outside and the interior
decor features loads of teapots,
including some very unusual
ones, on display.
Temptations has been established for a number of years
and is well known to the ex-pat
population as well as regular
visitors. Having met the new
owners we are confident that
the coffee shop will continue to
live up to, or improve on, it’s
excellent reputation. Highly
recommended.
Tel: 669586827

Temptations...Fuengirola

Brad’s Bar...Torreblanca

Brad’s Bar Pub and Restaurant
is owned and run by Brad, and
Wendy from Tamworth., both
of whom pride themselves on
the quality of their food and
service. They offer everything
from breakfast to snacks, grills,
main meals and desserts. Prices
are very reasonable and they ensure that they buy good quality
ingredients. An example of their
attention to detail is the fact that
even their chips are home made.
They currently have a special
offer of a steak meal for 2 including a bottle of wine for
25.00€. In the short time that
they have been open their mixed
grill has quickly become a best
seller. Consisting of lamb and
pork chops, 4oz rump steak,
gammon and sausage with
grilled tomato, mushrooms,
salad and chips, this is priced at
just 13.95€. They also have a
mixed tapas combo consisting
of 8 different items, including
dips for just 9.50€
The bar is well stocked with

Tropical beer on draught. They
offer an excellent range of cocktails and smoothies together
with jugs of sangria. They have
a range of large cocktails for
7.50€ or 2 for 12€ and between
4 & 6pm every day there is a
Happy Hour on the cocktails.
There is seating both inside and
on their covered terrace and they
have TV screens showing sports
and soaps.
On the first Saturday of every
month they are holding a “Party
Night” with karaoke and a free
buffet.
The bar is open, every day, from
9am until late. They are located
on the main sea front road almost behind the Gardenia Park
Hotel and just round the corner
from the Torreblanca roundabout.
A great pub and restaurant, with
a friendly atmosphere, good
food, and very reasonable
prices, well worth a visit.

Mariners Pub... Fuengirola

The Mariners Pub, in Fuengirola
Port has just been taken over by
new owners Debbi and Kevin together with their son Tony. Prior
to coming to Spain the family
lived in Lancaster where they ran
a very successful music venue.
They have over 25 years experience of running pubs, bars and
hotels so they really do know
what they are doing. Debbi has
years of experience in the kitchen
and has put together a menu of
breakfasts, toasties, sandwiches,
burgers and salads with a selection of other snack type items and
main meal dishes. All the food is
well prepared and presented and
is ideal for anyone, looking for a
quick snack or something more
substantial.
On the drinks side they have Amstel on draught together with a
good range of bottled beers and
ciders. Their cocktails are made
from scratch and are reasonably

priced. We were particularly intrigued by their “Rocktails”.
These are one litre jugs of vodka
based “Thunderstruck” and rum
based “Rockstar” cocktails made
to their own recipes.
Mariners is dog friendly, they
even sell dog treats and are planning to introduce “Dog Beer” in
the near future!
The Mariners pub has a terrace
which enjoys the sunshine
throughout the day and they are
open, every day, from 10am until
midnight. They have free wifi for
their customers and will show
live football. They also sell the
Lobster sim cards.They are located on the back row, in the port,
by the car park.
The family are very friendly and,
with their experience, we have no
doubt that they will make this bar
one of the best in the area.
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Ten Ten...Benalmadena
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The Ten Ten lounge opened in
December and is located on the
main road close to the” windmills” roundabout, and just 2
minutes walk from the beach.
Owners Dave, Kaz and son Kai
are from Manchester and Ten
Ten is the realisation of their
dream to run a bar in the sun.
Prior to joining his parents Kai
was an academy footballer but
decided that the sun was a better
option!
The bar enjoys a very large terrace which is partly covered and
enjoys great views over the sea.
There is also seating inside and

they have a pool table, a juke box
and TVs on which they show all
major sports. The bar is open
every day and, on Tuesdays they
hold a quiz and bingo starting at
7pm. Their food offering includes breakfasts sandwiches,
homemade pizzas, pastas,
toasties and some great salads.
On Sundays they have a traditional roast chicken or beef with
all the trimmings. This is available from 12 at just 7.95€. All
their food is freshly made, well
prepared and beautifully presented. Their proximity to the
beach makes them ideally placed
for a drink or snack or to collect
a takeaway to enjoy o the beach
itself. The bar is well stocked
with a good selection of beers,
wines and spirits.and prices are
very reasonable. For the winter
months they have introduced a
selection of warming stews and
pies together with mulled wine.
They offer a range of freshly

made cocktails including Jugs of
Sangria at 10.50€.
Unusually they offer Shisha
Hookahs (hubbly bubbly pipes)
with lots of different flavours
and, if you’ve not tried this before they are quite happy to show
you what to do. Finally they have
a cigarette machine and plenty of
parking both in front and in the
large car park behind the bar.
If you are looking for somewhere
for a bite to eat or a quiet drink
then look no further than Ten
Ten. You’ll be made to feel very
welcome and you’ll meet Chico!

William, originally from
Cameroon, spent 20 years in
Switzerland where he trained as
a chef and worked as an Executive Head Chef. He previously
had The Rat Pack in Benalmadena where he offered his
unique blend of steaks and
ribes seasoned with African
spices together with burgers,
seafood and Tex Mex dishes.
He has now moved to much
larger premises in Torreblanca
where can also offer his other
love; barbecued dishes. The
restaurant Casa Pepe had been

around for some time before
William took it over and most
taxi drivers will know how to
find it. During the week they
have a number of special events
and offers. These include live
music on Mondays. On Thursday they have a quiz with an international BBQ buffet at just
12.90 and on Fridays there is
karaoke, also with a buffet On
Sundays they offer a Roast
lunch of pork, chicken or beef
with a glass of wine or beer at
8.90€. They also have a 3
course menu of the day at just
8.90 1pm until 5.30 and 12.50
from 5.30 until 11 pm. There
are two internal dining rooms
and in one of them they show
English, German and Spanish
sports events. The address of
the restaurant is Calle Pensamento, Torreblanca. They are
open every day, except
Wednesday, from 12.30 until

15.30 and 18.00 until 23.30. If
you are just looking for a snack
they have tapas available with
a glass of beer or wine at 1.50€
- great value.
Mention the Holiday Guide and
you will get a 10% discount on
the a la carte menu.
This is a great restaurant and
well worth travelling to. The
food is good and prices are very
reasonable. Tel: 631 868 521

McGuire’s opened, just a few
weeks ago, and is located on
Avenida Gamonal opposite the
Minerva Apartments. The bar
has been completely re-furbished by it’s new owners, Paul
Kearns from Dublin and Gavin
McGuire from Wexford both of
whom have previous experience in the hospitality industry.
The bar is tastefully decorated
to a hich standard. They have
seating both inside and on their
terrace which enjoys sunshine
during the day.

Their food offering is based
around traditional Irish dishes
all of which are freshly prepared on the premises. For
breakfast they offer a full, traditional Irish breakfast, a mini
Irish version, a vegetarian
breakfast and various other options
including
their
“McGuire’s Avo Toast” which
consists of crushed avocado on
sourdough toast topped with
free range poached eggs. Later
in the day they offer Irish beefburgers, a range of salads, Irish
bacon & cabbage and a variety
of daily specials. They offer
breakfast, lunch and dinner
with A traditional roast on Sundays. On the drinks side the
emphasis is again on Irish
drinks with Guinness, Magners,
Coors light and Ambar on
draught and a great range of
spirits including Irish whiskys

and gin. They also have a range
of cocktails freshly prepared to
order. McGuire’s is a sports bar
and they have 3 screens showing major live sporting events
during which they frequently
have combined food and drink
offers.
This is a great new addition to
the bars in Benalmadena and
one which, we are sure will be
a great success. Pay them a visit
and see for yourself!

William’s Casa Pepe...Torreblanca

McGuire’s Irish Cafe & Bar...Benalmadena
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La Parra Gold....Fuengirola

La Parra Gold is owned and run
by one of the best known
British restauranteurs in the
area, John otherwise known as
“John the Fish”.. Located on
the first street behind the Ilunion Hotel in Los Boliches the
building was rebuilt by John
when he took over this “back
street gem, some 5 years ago.
John has had a life long interest
in this traditional British dish
having had a fish and chip
shop, many years ago, in the
UK. The restaurant is very
warm and cosy with an appropriate fish theme. They seat 30
inside with additional seating
for customers waiting for their
take away order, and a new,
large outside seating area
They are open Monday to Saturday from 12 until 11pm. Although John is particularly well
known for his traditional
British style Fish and Chips,
which you can have as a takeaway, we must emphasise that
this is very much a full blown

restaurant with an a la carte
menu of over 20 items, with
kid’s meals and deserts. None
fish dishes include a rack of
ribs with chips and peas for just
13.95€ and Gammon, egg and
pineapple for 8.95€. They also
have a range of 30 different
tapas items priced from 1€. In
addition they have a 3 course
menu of the day for 10.95€.
They are currently offering fish,
chips and mushy peas for just
6.00€ and a pensioner’s special
set meal offer of fish, chips and
peas together with bread and
butter, ice cream and a glass of
wine, beer tea or coffee all for
just 7€! They have a well
stocked bar including Old English Cider and Estrella on
draught.
La Parra Gold has got an excellent reputation for the quality of it’s food and service. Give
them a try if you are in the area
- we are sure that you won’t be
disappointed.
Tel: 678 292 792

El Mojito....La Carihuela

The most famous street in the
old fishing village of La Carihuela is Calle Bulto, which runs
parallel to the paseo or sea front
walkway. At the end of this
street, furthest from Torremolinos, is the oldest established
British bar in the area. The current owners have run this bar
for 20 years and, as such, it may
well be the oldest established
British bar under the same continuous ownership on the whole
coast! Unusually El Mojito receives two reports in the paper.
This is because in addition to
being a significant food and
drink bar, it is also a major entertainment venue with live
music every night. Information
about their entertainment can
be found on our entertainment
page and on their facebook
page: el mojito carihuela.
El Mojito has a very well deserved reputation for the quality
of their food offering, which is
available throughout the day
until 9pm. The bar opens every
day, except Tuesdays, from
11am and offers a full breakfast
together with snacks and main
meals through the day. In the

evening they have a main
course for 2, including wine,
for just 19.50€ and a steak special for 2 including a bottle of
rioja for just 28€. On Sundays
they offer a good value Sunday
roast.The food, which is typically British pub style is always
freshly cooked and well presented and the staff are friendly,
welcoming and helpful. As a
testament to this, last year they
received the TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence.
In addition to their evening entertainment, they have 7 large
screen TVs on which they show
major sporting events and a
separate games room with pool
table and games machines.
They offer free wifi and, very
unusually, have baby changing
facilities. Calle Bulto is pedestrian only and the bar has tables
outside - an ideal place to sit,
with a drink, in the sun and
watch the world go by.
The owners describe El Mojito
as “the bar with something for
everyone” and there is no doubt
that this is a perfect description.
Highly recommended.
Tel:952 057 062
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The Spinning Goat...Fuengirola

The Spinning Goat is located in
Fuengirola Port, opposite the
boats. Opened by Chris and
Gail, who moved here from
Mexico, the bar has been totally
refurbished, in a quirky style,
both inside and on their large
terrace. The bar has an international American feel, supported by both the menu and
the great music that they play.
They have now taken on board
a new chef in the form of
Christopher Fegan, well known
locally as “Kon Tiki Chris”. Together they have developed a
new menu, keeping the core of

The Holiday Guide

their American, Mexican and
European dishes but with the
addition of a wide range of
meals including home made
lasagne, curries, a range of
home made pies and a great selection of burgers made with
real Angus beef. In addition
they have a half or full rack of
ribs, garlic shrimp pasta, gambas pil-pil and , one of chris’
specialities freshly battered cod
and chips.
On Sundays they offer a traditional roast with a choice of
beef, pork, turkey and lamb.
There is also an ever changing
selection of desserts. They are
open every day except Wednesdays from 12.30, and offer a
full breakfast menu which includes a small or large English
breakfasts and American style
home-made pancakes. Their
menus can all be seen on their
website
www.thespinninggoat.com.
They offer both coffee and hot

chocolate laced with any spirit
or liqueur that you desire.
There is Alhambra, Carling ,
Thatcher’s Gold and Dry
Blackthorn on draught together
with a good range of bottled
beers and ciders. Finally they
are happy to cater for any private or corporate party and will
help to plan for any occasion.
The Spinning Goat is a great
bar with great music and great
hosts. Pay them a visit - we
know you won’t be disappointed.

able and enjoys views into the
kitchen. There is a large terrace
part of which can be enclosed in
the winter if necessary. There is
wheelchair access and they have
a disabled toilet.
The cooking is primarily undertaken by the Mother and Father
with the father specialising in
their large range of excellent thin
crust pizzas. In addition to the
pizzas they also offer a very good
range of salads and main course
dishes. These include everything
from Gambas pil-pil to pastas,
steaks etc. They regularly add
new dishes and have recently introduced pork chops, lamb chops
and some fish dishes such as
salmon, sole etc. It is possible to
have many of their dishes on a
take away basis.
To top it all off they have some
super desserts. including their
unique yorkshire pudding with
ice cream, amaretto and choco-

late sauce. Finally they also offer
breakfast including a traditional
English fried breakfast.
They have and excellent range of
drinks with San Miguel on
draught. As you might expect
from a family which is part
French and part Spanish their reasonably priced wines come from
both of these countries.
Ardisson is a great bar restaurant
run by a wonderful, friendly and
helpful family. The food is extremely good and prices are very
reasonable. Try them out early in
your stay because you will want
to return.
They are open every day from
10am until 10.30pm.

Indian Restaurant. There are also
a few items which we have not
seen before, such as the Lamb
Rada and Dhai Chicken.
Amongst their good choice of
rice dishes they , unusually, offer
a coconut rice and their Royal
Special Rice.
Perhaps most important of all is
the fact that the dishes are very
well prepared and presented.
Their chef is obviously an expert
at this style of cuisine and this
certainly shows through in the
finished product.
In addition to the normal menu
they offer a menu of the day at
just 11.95€, including a soft
drink, wine or beer. This is available all day and consists of a
choice of starter, choice of
chicken or vegetable main
courses and either a plain nan or
pilau rice. Thay are happy to
cater for vegans and they have a

childrens menu available, As
usual they offer a take away service with 10% discount. For customers eating in, just mention the
Holiday Guide and you too will
receive 10% discount on your
total bill.
A great Indian restaurant which
already has a good reputation for
the quality of it’s food and service. Give it a try and you won’t
be disappointed.
Tel: 951 542 728 or 631 682 962.

Ardisson...Benalmadena

Ardisson is a family run restaurant located on the walkway
which runs between Calle Sagitario and Avenida Gamonal. They
directly overlook the children
playground - find that and you’ll
see the restaurant!
The Ardisson family, which consists of mother and father with
their four boys, previously ran a
very successful restaurant up near
Tivoli world. They moved to their
current location just three months
ago and are operating a similar,
international menu which proved
so popular in their old location.
The interior of the restaurant is
vey well decorated and comfort-

The Royal...Montemar

The Royal Indian Restaurant is
located in Montemar opposite
the Sol House Hotel.
Their Head Chef is from the Punjab region of India and has spent
over 10 years in the kitchens of
Indian restaurants. The Punjab is
particularly known for it’s tandoori cooking which spread from
there throughout India. As you
would expect, The Royal has a
traditional tandoori oven and this
style of cooking is well represented on the menu. As is usual
in Indian restaurants the menu it
comprehensive with all the
dishes one would expect from an
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The Black Bull Tavern...Benalmadena

The Black Bull, owned and run
by Gary and Yvonne from Scotland, is a slightly hidden gem
which is well worth finding. It is
on Avenida de Mijas, which is
the road to the side of the Santander Bank opposite the Triton
Hotel. (look for their sign on the
corner and the taxi rank).
This is a cosy, british style pub
with seating in the well decorated and air conditioned interior
and, under umbrellas, on the
small terrace. Gary is a trained
chef and both he and Yvonne
have run and worked in pubs for
many years. This shows in the
warmth and sincerity of their
welcome and the quality of their
food and drink service.
The menu is relatively simple to
ensure high quality and consists
of breakfast, which is available
all day, baps, burgers and salads.
Of particular note are Gary’s
home made 200gm Angus steak
burgers served with a side salad
and chips. His quiches are made
with fresh cream and with a
range of fillings and he also
makes his own pies, chilli, curry

and lasagne .In addition they
offer snacks such as wings, ribs,
cheesy nachos, jacket potatoes,
and have just introduced giant
Yorkshire Puds with various fillings. As you would expect from
a trained chef everything is
made from good quality ingredients, well prepared and presented.
On the drinks side, in addition to
the normal range of beers (including a gluten free one), ciders
and spirits, they offer cocktails
and have a good range of malt
whiskys and gins.
On Fridays they have a popular
quiz starting at 8.30. It is free to
enter and they have snacks and
prizes.
Finally they have a large screen
TV on which they show live
sports. The bar is open every
day, from 12 until late and they
have wifi available.
This is a great little bar owned
and run by a friendly couple
who will do their best to make
you feel welcome.
Recommended
Tel: 604 311 053

Buster’s Sports Bar...Fuengirola

Sports fans Andy and Karen have
dreamt, for some time, of running a sports based bar in the sun.
On a recent holiday to Fuengirola
they made the decision to do it
and here they are.
They opened Buster’s a year ago
having taken over an existing,
well known, bar and totally refurbished it. With a red and white
theme, sports related pictures a,
and 7 large TV screens they have
turned the premises into a classy
but comfortable venue for anyone who enjoys sports. Their
satellite system means that they
are only1 10 seconds behind the
live action. In fact, if customers
receive a goal notification on
their phone before it shows on
their main match TV they get a
free drink! For those who want to
be a bit more active there is a
pool table and traditional dartboard.
In addition to the inside seating ,
they also have the luxury of an
external, terrace area which they
have furnished with comfortable

patio style seating.
Buster’s ls located one street
back from the sea front between
Hotel Florida and Stella Maris.
The road is Calle Reyes Catolicas and they are number 25.
They always have full Premier
League coverage including the
Saturday 3pm kick-offs and can
show up to four games simultaneously. In addition they show
both Champions League and Europa League matches. This is a
bar totally dedicated to sport and,
as such they will show a range of
other significant sporting events
, such as the 6 Nations Rugby
and women’s Cricket T20..
They offer a good range of
drinks, including cocktails, at
reasonable prices. In addition
they have a range of food items
with home made dishes such as
Chicken
Bhuna,
Chicken
Khorma, and chilli , together
with pies, pastries, and toasties
Finally, Buster’s is open every
day from 5pm to late. If you like
sports, pay them a visit, you
won’t be disappointed.
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Wine has been produced in the
Malaga area for many years
with the first evidence dating
back to Roman times. this is a
prismatic fermenter found in
Cartama, about 30 Km from the
city.
When this part of Spain was
under Arab rule the consumption of alcohol was forbidden.
Initially the punishment for
being drunk was death, this was
replaced by fines and then a tax
on the sellers and producers of
wine. When the Catholic king

reconquered Malaga one of the
things that he did was to establish a Brotherhood of vintners.
In 1791 the Spanish Ambassador to Moscow presented a few
cases of Malaga wine to the
Csarina who liked it so much
that she exempted from taxes
all wines from Malaga imported into Russia. Over the
next 100 years or so various actions were taken to ensure the
purity of wines from Malaga.
This culminated, in 1900, with

Tangiers, a mysterious international city in North Africa, is a
wonderful place to spend a day
or two. The city is called international because, although it
has always been part of Morocco, in the early part of last
century it was home to large
populations from countries
such as France, Great britain
and America. The city was a
major centre of trade between
North Africa and the rest of the
World.
The excursion is designed to
give you a feel for the uniqueness this Moroccan city and the
highlight of the day is a walking tour through the Casbah

Malaga Wines

2.What is the most expensive
round you have ever served?
128€
3.When a customer offers you a
drink what do you have?
If it’s in the day then nothing. If

and wines with at least 13% alcohol produced from over-ripe
grapes with no artificial alcohol
added. There are four distinct
styles of wine:
1. Pedro Ximenez - these are
wines made solely from the
Pedro Ximenez or “PX” grape.
2. Moscatel - these are made
solely from the moscatel grape
variety and are the most aromatic of Malaga wines.
3. Vinos de Lagrima - again
made from the PX grape but the
name lagrima, which means

it’s at night then a bottle of
Heineken

decoration inside and out.
8.What single thing would most
improve the quality of your
working life?
Winning more than 7.49€ on
the lottery

your own bar?
Any bar on the Malecon in Havana, Cuba. I just love sitting
outside, sipping a cuba libre
and watching the sunset.

10.What is your least favourite
building within 10 miles of your
bar?
The old Supersol site near to
Lidl – It’s an eyesore

14.What is your favourite place
in the world and why?
Dublin – That’s where I’m
from and where I can visit with
my family.

4.When and where did you first
work in a pub?
Here is Spain, 9 years ago at
Casey Duke’s.

5.What is your favourite cocktail a) to serve and b) to drink?
a)Espresso Martini Vodka, coffee liqueur and espresso coffee
b)Cuba Libre Dark rum and
coke with a wedge of lime

6.What is the most important
factor in a good bar?
Clean toilets, value for money
and variety

7.What special attractions do
you have to bring in passing
trade?
Me!, Very Irish bar and good

9.What is your favourite piece
of clothing and why?
My pajamas – It means I can go
to bed!

11.What do you do in your
spare time?
Put on my pajamas!

12.Whats your favourite watering hole in the world other than

Tangiers - A Great Day Out with The Excursion Centre

and Medina. Traditionally the
Medina is the walled inner city
containing the Casbah or marketplace. As you would expect
this is a labyrinth of small
streets containing shops selling
almost everything imaginable.
You start the day, having travelled to Tariffa by coach, with
a trip on the fast ferry direct to
the port at Tangiers. The ferry
crosses the Straits of Gibraltar
- gateway to the Mediterranean,
and in addition to seeing ships
of all shapes and sizes there is
an excellent chance of seeing
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the formation of a Board to ensure the interests of the wine
trade, licensing and the appointment of arbitrators and experts to oversee the legitimate
labelling of wine. In1937 the
“Denomination of Origin
(DO)” system was established
in Spain and Malaga was one of
the first regions to be awarded
this status.
As far as the wine itself is concerned, Malaga has always
been associated with sweet
wines made from grapes dried
on grass mats under the areas
strong sun. Nowadays the regions wines are produced by
different methods such as the
stopping of fermentation with
grape spirit before all the sugar
is converted into alcohol.
The Malaga DO can be used for
both fortified wines with alcohol levels between 15 and 22%

The Holiday Guide Instant Interview

of some of the businesses
which are featured in the paper.
A chance for readers to learn
just a little bit more about their
hosts.
This month we feature Paul
Casey, the well known owner
of Casey Duke’s in Los
Porches, Benalmadena. Here
are Paul’s answers to our questions:
1.How old were you when you
had your first drink in a pub?
18, I was a late starter! It was a
bottle of Ritz and I don’t remember much afterwards!

The Holiday Guide Instant Interview is out occasional series
of brief interviews with owners
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the Dolphins which the Bay of
Gibraltar is so famous for. The
views of Gibraltar itself, and
the Atlas Mountains are spectacular when seen from the
ferry.
Having arrived in Tangiers you
are taken on a coach tour
around the city with an opportunity to get an excellent feel
for it’s international nature.
Lunch is taken in a famous,
typical Moroccan restaurant
with local entertainment.
Then it’s off to the casbah. Your

local guide will take you
through some of the more interesting streets and there is plenty
of opportunity to stock up on
gifts and souvenirs and haggle
with the shop keepers or street
vendors.
Following the visit we return to
the port for the ferry home.
If you opt for the three day excursion you will, at this point,
be taken to your hotel on the
sea front. The price includes
dinner, breakfast the following
evening and use of all the facilities. Once you are booked into

tears, indicates that the juice
used is not pressed but obtained
after drying the grapes briefly.
4. Solera - this is a regional speciality taken from the methods
used to produce sherry. The
wines are aged in oak barrels
and small amounts are taken
from each years barrel and used
to replace the wine taken from
the barrels of the previous year.
Wine for bottling is, of course,
taken from the bottom barrel.
This ensures a consistent blend
of wines from different years.

13.What is the most recent indulgence that you have bought
for yourself?
A new pair of trainers – to go
with the pajamas.

Our thanks to Paul for agreeing to answer our questions. If
you want to know more you’ll
have to visit Casey Duke’s
and, maybe, buy him a drink!

the hotel your time is your own
to explore the city further. You
will be collected from the hotel
in the afternoon two days later.
Whether you go for just one
day, or a bit longer, Tangiers is
an absolutely fabulous and interesting place to visit. The opportunity to visit another
continent whist on your holiday
in Europe should not be
missed. The Excursion Centre
excursions are run by
Costafrica who are specialists
in Tangiers and Morocco. The
one day excursion runs on
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays with the three day going
on Thursday and returning on
Saturday. Inclusive prices are
80€ for the one day and 175€
for three days ( 2 nights). Bookings can be made, in english, on
952 383 445 (see page 5 for office times) or at any of the outlets in the Holiday Guide
showing the red coach symbol.
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As you will have seen from our introduction to the Costa del So, it covers a very large area with lots of different towns and villages which are very different
and all worth visiting. It is fortunate therefore that the transport system is well developed giving relatively easy access to the whole region. This provides
plenty of opportunity for those who want to explore.

BUS SERVICES

There are excellent bus services
throughout the area that will enable
you to get to almost any place that you
are interested in. The services are so
numerous that it is impossible to list
all the timetables, however you can get
further information from your hotel reception or local Tourist Office. You
will also find telephone numbers for

the local bus stations on page 2 of Holiday Guide.
Buses are pay on enter and fares are
arranged in zones. Just stating your
destination in general terms should be
sufficient for drivers to charge the
right fare.
Do remember that shops open at 10am
and close at 2pm so these tend to be
the “rush hour” periods when the
buses are likely to be full of Spanish
shoppers and people on their way to
work.
All the buses are labelled with their
destination point and stops are very
frequent along the main roads. On the
busier routes such as the ones between
Torremolinos and Fuengirola the
buses generally run every half hour or
so.

COACH EXCURSIONS

CAR HIRE

Another favourite way of getting about is by hiring a car either for the day or longer
term. There are many hire companies to choose from with a fairly wide variance in price
so it’s worth shopping about. Do check the details of the contract and the state of the car
before you drive off. You will be asked to pay for the hire and a deposit at the same time
of hiring and you will need to show your passport and driving licence. If you are hiring
a car a few useful things to bear in mind are:
- Always carry your driving licence, passport and hire agreement.
- It is law to wear a seat belt.
- Traffic police are strict and can demand on the spot fines.
- Don’t drink and drive.
- In the event of an accident don’t admit liability or part with any documents or money.
- Don’t leave any valuables on show when you leave the car.
- Don’t leave valuables on the seat, with the window partly open, particularly in towns.
There are so many car rental companies that it is difficult to know who to choose. Our
recommended hire company is: YouCar who have an office in Torremolinos
Tel: 615 840 547 or 611 406 672. Bookings can also be made through their website www.youcar.es They provide an excellent service at reasonable prices and with no hidden
extras, and will arrange pick up or delivery to the airport, hotels or apartments.

ALTERNATIVES

Another excellent way of getting
around and seeing areas away
from the coast are the many coach
tours which are available through
Tour Companies and independent
operators.
Generally, you can get picked up
and dropped off very close to
where you are staying, the
coaches are almost always airconditioned, and there will be a
guide to tell you about the areas
that you are passing through.
Companies such as The Excursion Centre, featured in Holiday
Guide, provide English language

only guides on their most popular
trips so that you haven’t got to sit
through the guide talking in up to
four languages. Excursion Centre
staff are all English speakers so
that you can be sure that they will
understand you if you telephone
them.
Justifiably so, the most popular
trips for holidaymakers from the
UK are Gibraltar and Ronda with
Nerja and Granada coming next
in line. Other trips are available to
Cordoba, Tangiers, Mijas Pueblo,
Marbella, Malaga and, of course,
the new ones to Ronda and the

Lakes and Spain Old & New to
Marbella, Puerto Banus and Ojen.
When choosing your coach tour
do check exactly what is included
in the price, what discounts there
are for children and senior citizens, where your pickup point is,
whether there is a guide on board
and whether the company has a
CIAN number signifying that it is
properly licensed. Tours can be
booked through your hotel, in
travel agents and from advertisements in papers such as the Holiday Guide. See below for hints on
making telephone reservations.

For those that enjoy walking, all of the major resorts have walkways running along the beach, sometimes for miles. It is even possible to walk from the eastern end of Benalmadena all the way
through to the other side of Torremolinos. These walks have the
benefit of being flat with good surfaces so they are not too strenuous. There is also no shortage of places to stop for refreshment
and a rest. For those looking for more strenuous walks a short bus
ride from any of the resorts will get you into the surrounding countryside. Be warned though, once away from immediate coastal
areas the ground does tend to get very hilly and, in some cases,
mountainous. One alternative is to get a one way ticket for the
cable car at Benalmadena and walk down the mountain!
There are boats running ferry services between Benalmadena and
Fuengirola and Marbella and Puerto Banus. These run on a very
regular basis from the ports in each town and are an ideal way of
getting from one town to the other.

We frequently hear from holidaymakers that they are reluctant to make a telephone call to
book such things as excursions,
restaurant tables etc. This reluctance seems to stem from worry
about the possibility of the person answering only speaking
Spanish. This is a great shame,,

particularly now that it is so
easy to use UK mobiles in
Spain without the additional
costs that they used to incur.
You may be relieved to know
that all of the advertisers in The
Holiday Guide speak English. If
the phone is answered in Spanish just talk in English and they

will respond in the same language. If, for some reason they
don’t just say “habla Inglese”,
pronounced abla ingless. This
means “do you speak English
and if they don’t they will generally put you on to someone
who does.

These are the approximate official fares for taxis from the airport.
They apply Monday to Friday between 6am and 10pm. Fares between 10pm and 6am and on Saturdays and Sundays are approximately 15 - 20% higher

MAKING A TELEPHONE RESERVATION

TRAINS

Whilst there is a mainline
train station in Malaga
connecting with the major
Spanish cities, it is the
local line that most people
are interested in. This runs
from Malaga to Fuengirola and has stops at all
the main tourist areas. The
carriages are clean and

Pizarra
Aljaima

Malaga Trains
C1 Line: Malaga - Fuengirola
C2 Line: Malaga - Alora

Alora

Cartama

Campanillos

spacious and the next stop
is always shown in lights
above every door making
them easy to use for visitors. Trains run from the
main stations as follows there are a lot more stations in between so ask locally about your nearest
one.

Los Prados
Malaga Renfe

AIRPORT TAXI FARES

Arroyo de la Miel
Benalmadena
Calahonda
Estepona
Fuengirola

28.70€
28.70€
51.90€
104.10€
35.66€

Marbella
Mijas
Puerto Banus
Torremolinos

68.14€
41.46€
83.22€
17.40€

TO MALAGA CENTRO
From Fuengirola
06.10, 06.45, 07.20, 07.40
Then every 20 minutes until 22.20, 22.50, 23.20, 23.50, 00.20

From Benalmadena 06.23, 06.58, 07.34, 07.54
Then every 20 minutes until 22.14, 22.33, 23.03, 23.33, 00.03, 00.33

From Torremolinos 06.33, 07.08, 07.43,08.03,
Then every .20 minutes until 22.23, 22.43, 23.13, 23.43, 0013, 00.43
TO FUENGIROLA
From Malaga Centro 05.20, 05.55, 06.30, 06.50
Then every 20 minutes until 21.30, 22.00, 22.30, 23.00, 23.30

Malaga
Centro From Torremolinos
Alameda

Guadalhorce
Victoria Kent
Airport
Plaza Mayor
Airport Cargo
La Colina
San Julian
Both lines now
Montemar Alto
Los Alamos
Benalmadena / Arroyo
stop
at Malaga
Torremolinos
Carvajal
El Pinillo
Centro, Malaga Renfe
Los Boliches
Torremuelle
and Victoria Kent
Torreblanca
stations
Fuengirola

05.42, 06.17, 06.52, 07.14, 07.33
Then every .20 minutes until 21.53, 22.22, 22.53, 23.23, 23.53

From Benalmadena 05.50, 06.25, 07.00, 07.22, 07.41
Then every .20 minutes until 21.41, 22.01, 22.31, 23.01, 23.31, 00.01

There is a second local line which goes from Malaga up towards the mountains to
Alora. This is a particularly scenic route which makes a nice outing in itself. Times are
as follows: Journey Time: 40 minutes approx.
From Malaga Centro
06.03, 07.00, 08.00, 09.40, 11.40, 12.40, 13.40, 14.40,
15.40, 17.40, 18.40, 19.40, 20.40, 21.40
From Alora
06.45, 07.55, 08.55, 10.55, 12.55, 13.55, 14.55, 15.55,
16.55, 18.55, 19.55, 20.55, 21.55, 22.55.

951 215 157
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0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

cero
uno
dos
tres
cuatro
cinco
seis
siete
ocho
nueve
diez
once
doce
trece
catorce
quince
dieciseis
diecisiete
dieciocho
diecinueve

TALKING NUMBERS

thayroa
oonoa
doss
trayss
kwahtroa
theenkoa
sayss
syaytay
oachoa
nwaybhay
dyayth
onthay
doathay
trathay
kahtorthay
keenthay
dyaytheessayss
dyaytheessyaytay
dyaytheeoachoa
dyaytheenwaybhay

20 veinte
21 veintiuno
22 veintidos
30 treinta
31 treinta y uno
32 treinta y dos
40 cuarenta
41 cuarenta y uno
50 cincuenta
60 sesenta
70 setenta
80 ochenta
90 noventa
100 cien
101 ciento uno
110 ciento die
150 ciento cincuenta
200 doscientos
500 quinientos
1000 mil

TAPAS

bayntay
baynteeoonoa
baynteedhoss
trayntah
trayntah ee oonoa
trayntah ee doss
kwahrayntah
kwahrayntah ee oonoa
theenkwayntah
sayssayntah
saytaynta
oachayntah
noabhayntah
thyayn
thyayntoa oonoa
thyayntoa dyayth
thyaytoa theenkwayntah
dosthyayntoass
keenyayntoas
meel

Where ever you are staying on the coast you will find numerous Spanish bars serving tapas.
Traditionally, Tapas are appetisers eaten with a drink before lunch or dinner and they are an excellent accompaniment to good conversation, which probably explains why they are so popular with the Spanish.
The Tapas available will usually be displayed in a cold cabinet on the bar top or there may be a list of them
on a board or in the menu. They are served in a small dish accompanied by bread and one or two dishes (
costing from 1 - 2 euros each) make an ideal light lunch. It is also possible to order a larger portion known
as a "racion" so if you want the smaller portion make sure that you specify tapas when ordering. The advantage of having the food displayed in a cold cabinet is that you can see what you are going to get before you
order although you won't always know what is in it! To help you we have listed below some of the more
common tapas which you will find in most bars.
Albondigas - small meatballs in a variety of sauces usually based on tomatoes.
Boquerones - fresh anchovies usually in oil or vinegar
Champinones- These are easy to spot - they're small mushrooms usually fried.
Chorizo- Spicy cured pork sausage.
Ensalada Rusa - Russian salad. This is like potato salad with tuna.
Gambas Pil-Pil - prawns with garlic and chilli in hot oil.
Higado - chopped liver in tomato sauce
Huevos en mayonesa - egg mayonnaise
Calamares - battered squid rings
Magro - pieces of pork in a tomato sauce
Callos - Tripe with chick peas
Planchitas - Grilled slices of pork with lemon and garlic
Tortilla Espanola - thick Spanish omelette made with potatoes and onions
Ensalada de Boca - Crabstick salad
Pinchitos - small skewers of marinated pork

THE ARK CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

The Ark Christian Fellowship is a family church based in Fuengirola on Calle Rio Darro and Plaza Juncal, the road behind the
Aquapark. They are probably the most active group that you will
ever find and are relied upon, by the community, to provide all
sorts of services from clubs to their own internet cafe. They always
welcome holiday makers and, as you can see from the list below,
there is always something going on. Tel: 682 713 491
Evangelical Church
(with Sunday School & Creche)
Parents & Tots (babies)
Parents & Tots (toddlers)
Knits and Natter
(at The Ark Christian School)
Beaver & Cubs
Rainbows
Brownies
Guides
Scouts & Explorers

Sundays
Tuesday
Thursday
Thursday

11.00am
11.00am
11.00am
11.00am

Thursday
Thursday
Fridays
Fridays
Fridays

How to read a Spanish wine label
1. The Bodega. The name of the vineyard.
In this case the vineyard is Bodegas Muga
2. The Region. The location where the
grapes have been grown. This label shows
that the grapes were grown in the Rioja region.
3. The Name of the wine
4. The Vintage. This is the year that the
3
wine was made.
5. An indication of the quality of the wine
applied to wines from Rioja the three 2
levels are crianza, reserva and Gran
reserva. These names also indicate
how long the wine has been aged in oak
6. The Spanish quality wine classification, lowest is Vino de Mesa, Vino de
Tierra, Denominacion de Origen (DO)
and Denominacion de Origen Calificado (DOC)

5.30pm
5.45pm
5.30pm
6.45pm
8.30pm

4
5
6
1

USEFUL PHRASES

In most shops and restaurants etc you will find that at least some English is spoken. Having said that, it is always
appreciated if you at least have a go at speaking even a little bit of Spanish. To get you going we have compiled a
list of very simple phrases for you to try out. If you pronounce the words exactly as shown in the third column you
won't go far wrong. If you would like to really have a go at learning Spanish, any of the bookshops advertised in
Holiday Guide will gladly advise you about suitable books to help you. In the meantime - give it a go and good
luck!
Yes
Si
see
No
No
no
Please
Por favor
pour fahbhor
Thank you
Gracias
grahthyahss
Thank you very much
Muchas gracias
moochahss grahthyahss
Your welcome
De nada
day nahdhah
Good Morning
Buenos dias
bwaynahss deeahss
Good afternoon
Buenas tardes
bwaynahss tahrdayss
Good evening
Buenas tardes
bwaynahss tahrdayss
Good night
Buenas noches
bwaynahss noachayss
Good bye
Adios
ahdhyoss
See you later
Hasta luego
ahstah lwaygoa
Excuse me
Perdoname
payrdoanaymay
Do you speak English
Habla usted ingles
ahblah oostaydh eenglayss
I understand
Comprendo
koamprayndoa
I don't understand
No comprendo
noa koamprayndoa
The bill please
La cuenta por favor
lah kwayntah pour fahbor
Where is......
Donde es......
donday ess
I’m lost
Me he perdido
me eh per deedo
Go away
Vayase
buy as eh
I do not speak Spanish
No hable español
no abla espan nole
It’s a pleasure
Mucho gusto
moochahss goostow
Hello
Hola
o lah
Goodbye
Adios
a dyeoss
How are you
Como estas
komo esstass
I don’t know
No se
no say

SHOPPING IN SPAIN

Generally speaking shops are named after the products that they
sell with “eria” tacked on the end, so a shoe (zapato) shop would
be a zapateria. Here’s a few other to keep you going -

Bread - Panaderia
Ironmongers - Ferreteria
Stationery - Papeleria
Laundry - Lavenderia
Fruit & Veg - Verduleria
Haberdasher - Merceria

Florist - Floristeria
Jeweller - Joyeria
Hairdresser - Peluqueria
Fishmonger - Pescaderia
Cakes - Pasteleria
Linen - Leneceria

If you are buying clothes you may find some of the following
useful Belt - Cinturón
Blouse - Blusa
Bra - Sujetador
Dress - Vestido
Swimming Costume - Bañador
Handbag - Bolso
Jacket - Chaqueta
Jeans - Vaqueros
Shirt - Camisa
T Shirt - Camiseta
Skirt - Falda
Socks - Calcetines
Tights - Medias
Trousers - Pantalònes

For equivalent sizes see our table on page 4.

European Health Promotions Blanket Trip

It is not often, these days, that
you get something for free.
Well now you can visit parts of
the coast that are either difficult
or expensive to get to. EHP or
European Health Promotions
offer a programme of excur-

Does Your Business Need
Holiday Makers?
Advertise in The Holiday
Guide
The only publication,
aimed solely at English
speaking visitors,and
distributed every week via
hotels, apartment blocks,
tourist offices etc.

Tel: 661 760 897 or 951 215 157
info@theholidayguide.net

sions which are absolutely free
to visitors from the UK or Ireland.. There are five excursions
offered and each is accompanied by a native English speaking guide. EHP are the original
Blanket trip company and each
excursion starts with a visit to
their famous factory showroom
where guests will receive a
complimentary coffee and cake
together with a fun and lighthearted presentation on their
merino lamb products. Then it’s
off to whichever of the great locations you have chosen. There
is a different excursion each
day so you can choose
whichever one appeals to you.
As you will see from the list
below there is something for almost everyone.
a)“Viva España” This is a visit

to the famous Los Ortejones
traditional Andalucian ranch
where you will be entertained
by the magnificent horses and
enjoy a carriage ride.
b)The Castillo de Colbornes is
a fairy tale castle dedicated to
the discoveries and adventures
of Christopher Columbus. The
castle (1.50€ entry fee), with
it’s mystical architecture and
carvings, is hidden just below
Benalmadena Pueblo with
views over the sea, The visit includes the Buddhist tempe and
time in the town.
c) Mijas Pueblo. A famous, traditional Spanish white village
with spectacular views over the
coast, donkey taxis, and carriage rides.
d)Velez is a traditional and historic “white” village set in the
local agricultural area famous
for it’s strawberries and vine-

yards which produce muscatel
grapes used to make the famous
Malaga wines.
e) Villages and Countryside
Hidden Gems. Again see parts
of the country that holiday
makers don’t usually get to see.
A great opportunity to experience the “real· Spain.
EHP, as the original Blanket
Trip, have a long history of running these free days out and are
experts at giving their guests a
truly wonderful experience.

They operate similar days
throughout Spain in the
Balearic and Canary Islands.
They have been chosen to work
in conjunction with many of
the major tour operators and
hotel chains - a real indication
of their excellent reputation.
The only possible downside is
that the excursions are very
popular so it is suggested that
you book early to avoid any
disappointment. Booking can
be made by telephone on freephone 900 713 647 or by whatsapp on 0034 690 604 499. In
addition, EHP have representatives in most of the major hotels who will book your trip for
you.
These trips are a fantastic way
to get out and about at no cost
at all. The EHP Blanket Trips
are the only ones currently recommended by The Holiday
Guide.

